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Editor’s 
Note

August 15 - September 15, 2020

There are jubilation among parents and students after educational 
institutions reopened. Some students said they are happy back in 
school to see their friends and also learn because staying at home had 
long become boring.  

Some parents also spoke of  their joy towards resumption of  
schools. A mother to a pupil said she is happy that the school reopened 
at last, as her children were already posing nuisance at home. 

Before opening the schools, National Command and Operation 
Centre (NCOC) carried out research and a "wide consultative process" 
was started involving expert panels, think tanks, etc., in which the 
government looked at international and regional trends before reaching 
the decision.  

The nation welcome millions of  children back to school as 
educational institutions were closed in March after the outbreak of  
Covid-19 are set to reopen across the country in phases. 

The educational institutions have completed working on repairing 
and maintenance of  the classrooms. Even they installed coronavirus 
guidelines boards displayed outside universities, colleges and schools. 
They also spray disinfectant educational institutions buildings. They 
mark circles in classroom for social distancing awareness to the 
students. 

Prime Minister also said: “we will welcome millions of  children 
back to school. It is our priority & collective responsibility to ensure 
that every child can go to school safely to learn.” 

“We have worked to ensure that school operations are aligned with 
public health safety rules on #COVID19.” 

Some days ago, Federal Minister for Education and Professional 
Training Shafqat Mehmood announced that educational institutions 
will reopen in phases from September 15 with universities and colleges 
setting the course for schools to reopen later. After the hiatus of  six 
months, schools are going to reopen in Punjab with strict SOPs to be 
followed by teachers, students and all the staff  and management of  the 
educational institutions. 

The World Health Organization (WHO) and the United Nations 
Children’s Fund (Unicef) call on governments to promote the 
reopening of  schools closed for almost six months, taking steps to 
prevent the spread of  the coronavirus. “The prolonged and 
unprecedented school closures to protect students from Covid-19 are 
doing even more damage,” the two UN agencies said in a joint 
statement. 

Educational 
institutions 
reopened amid 
jubilation
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I
n light with the vi-
sion of  Digital Pak-
istan, the Federal 
Government has 

launched a new jobs portal 
to tackle unemployment in 
the country and for a cen-
tralized database of  op-
portunities available for all 
citizens. The portal aims 
to connect skilled youth 
with potential employers 
and a central repository 
means that there will be 
many opportunities and 
vacancies available. 

The portal has been 
developed by the National 
Information Technology 
Board which has been at 
the forefront of  digitizing 
government ministries and 
introducing digital plat-
forms to transform con-
ventional process towards 
a modern future. The fol-
lowing categories are cur-
rently listed on the portal 
as of  now: 

This single portal will 
allow job seekers to get 
employment in public sec-
tor organizations. It is of-
ten confusing in terms of  
hiring because there are so 
many government job por-
tals and ministries that 
there needs to be a cen-
tralized platform for hir-
ing and recruitment. 

While the initiative is 
indeed commendable but 
as of  now, only NITB has 
posted their opportunities 
on the portal and no other 
company has. This shows 
that the portal has yet to 
be tested extensively for 
bugs and errors plus the 
government needs to on-
board all public sector or-
ganizations to populate 
the database. 

You can sign-up on the 
portal here: 
https://njp.gov.pk/ and 
create your profile to apply 
for the job opportunities. 

Punjab Information Technology Board has also 
developed a unified portal “Punjab Jobs Online” 
which will enable job seekers to view all Punjab 
government jobs on a single platform. The portal will 
bring transparent and fairness into the hiring process. 
It will also decrease administrative overheads and 
burden on government departments. New jobs can 
be created and made available to the masses through 
a click of  a button. Candidates will be shortlisted 
electronically as per criteria defined in the Contract 
& Recruitment Policy. The portal will enable de-
partments to formulate interview panels, prepare 
comparative reports and verify applicants through 
different data sources such as NADRA, Driving Li-
cense Management System, Domicile System and 
Criminal databases. Candidates can create a profile 
through CV builder, use advanced searching criteria 
to find jobs relevant to their skill set, link public pro-
files (LinkedIn and Facebook) and get information 
about application status via Email and SMS. 

On Prime Minister Imran Khan’s direction for 
expanding public access to the Pakistan Citizen Por-
tal, Special Assistant to the Prime Minister (SAPM) 
on Overseas Pakistanis and Human Resource De-
velopment Sayed Zulfikar Abbas Bukhari Wednes-
day inaugurated the Citizen Portal web service. 

According to a press release of  the PM Office, 
with its enhancement, about 80 million more Pak-
istanis would take benefit from the portal service 
whereas prior to it, about 35 million Pakistanis had 
accessed such facility. 

It would, now, facili-
tate public access further, 
enabling them to register 
their complaints against 
8,600 institutions and de-
partments. 

According to the PM 
Office, it was also decided 
to present the Pakistan 
Citizen Portal app in the 
upcoming World Govern-
ment Summit. A total of  
2.8 million people had 
been registered on the por-
tal app so far. 

First understand what 
an online job is. Online 
jobs are work opportuni-
ties that are independent 
of  geographic limitations. 
Typically you have to 
reach you office daily and 
put yourself  into a specific 
office schedule. On the 
contrary, online jobs offer 
you freedom from reach-
ing your office and even 
following a rigid schedule 
of  work. Rather you get 
the liberty of  your own 
schedule and you can 
travel anywhere in the 
world or stay at 
home...and still keep do-
ing you job.  

Most of  online jobs are 
internet related. You can 
search for online jobs in 
Pakistan or related key-
words in the search en-
gines and you’ll be 
flooded with online job 
options. But beware, most 
of  them may be fake or 
give very low earnings. Let 
us explain you some of  
the most prominent op-
tions of  online jobs.  

Most common online 
jobs in Pakistan revolve 
around data entry projects 
or website content man-
agement. There are organ-
izations looking for indi-
vidual who can do some 
sort of  data entry or data 
feeding to some website. 
These website may charge 

you for joining and these will also give you basic 
training for working. However, it is strongly sug-
gested that you find a local reference from a friend 
who is already in this activity. Ask about the reliable 
employer who really can pay back once the job is 
done.  

Another online job type is that you launch your 
own website. This is a good option if  you are a little 
bit technology enthusiasts and can spend really good 
deal of  time online. You can start your own website 
or launch a blog and keep it updated on regular ba-
sis. Slowly your website will start attracting visitors 
and off  course the advertisers. n
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The portal aims to connect 
skilled youth with potential 

employers and a central 
repository means that there 
will be many opportunities 

and vacancies available.

Govt introduces an 
automated jobs 

portal for job-seekers

This single portal will allow job seekers to get employment in 
public sector organizations. It is often confusing in terms of 

hiring because there are so many government job portals and 
ministries that there needs to be a centralized platform for 

hiring and recruitment
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R
ussia, Turkey, China, Iran and Pakistan are 
proceeding in creating a Five-Nation Al-
liance, the role of Pakistan as key partner in 
China Pakistan Economic Corridor 

(CPEC) will uplift the regions in balance and peace. 
Pakistan has the massive entrepreneurial and youthful 
population, unique geography and Prime Minister 
Imran Khan at helm to bring The Five Nation Block 
economies play key role in changing global landscapes 
of trade, imbalances, and inequalities on economic su-
periority. A new and positive landscape will emerge. 
Immense preparations and upskilling must unfold rap-
idly. 

The Bitter Medicine: Now, that the message from 
Covid19 delivered in simple language to the people 
across the world, offering three options; acquire en-
lightenment, grab a body bag or go for both, the same 
harshness now threatening economies of the world, 
simple words; digitize, mobilize or just go bust. Ma-
jority of 200 nations already lined up on that danger 
list, many dozens will not survive. The realities, once 
again, prove that the best time to “digitize” 
economies…was decade ago,  the best time to “re-de-
sign” productivity and performance…was decade ago 
and best times to “upskilling” working citizenry…was 
also a decade ago. The pandemic recovery erased that 

lost decade demanding action today, or else. 
There is no time to waste: Therefore, how long will 

it take national economic leaderships to bring all trade 
groups like Chambers of Commerce, National Trade 
Associations under and Export bodies under large 
umbrellas of digital platforms? Most importantly and 
to start immediately, what is stopping to create fast-
track intense upskilling of “trade groups” itself  and 

their senior management on operational and digitiza-
tion aspects? The same applies for upskilling the front-
line management of the top major trading and eco-
nomic growth Public Sectors Agencies where lack of 
global age upskilling and lack of digitization is suffo-
cating national economies. Especially when such na-
tional mobilizations are not new, funding dependent 
but rather deployment hungry and execution starved. 
Identifications of such blockades are the initial major 
steps.  

The Deep Silence: This formula of digitization is 
never the secret, but its execution is a serious threat, but 
why? Despite availability of almost free technologies, 
any open discussion in any major Public or Private 
Sectors department anywhere in the world immedi-
ately exposes some 50% redundancy of surrounding 
staff and equally 50% lack of competency to deal with 
the required challenges. Therefore, staying quiet or 
appearing overly busy is normally the case, and stran-
gulation of local economic progress carries on as ac-
cepted normalcy. Follow the trail of deep silence. Cre-
ation of regional and nation debates with authoritative 
contents now in order replacing lip service and half-
baked rhetoric is under pandemic watch.  

Lahore Chamber of Commerce is already taking 
a lead and having a high-level discussion on digitiza-
tion of national entrepreneurialism and mobilization 
of Small Medium Business economy of the nation on 
upskilling for improved exportability and innovative 
excellence. Additional Chambers and Associations 
also coming under the umbrella and soon the number 
will rise to 1,000,000 small medium enterprises. Ex-
plore Pentiana Project how it may apply in your na-
tional or global regions. 

Winners and losers are increasingly visible and 
equally divided; there are digitized nations versus pa-
per-pushing nations, upskilled nations versus ‘no idea, 
what you are talking about’ nations, plus many dusty 
dry-spin nations versus bubbly wet-spin nations with 
monsoon rains of freshly printed currency. However, 
there are also very many emerging nations, hard-
working young and old men and women ready for the 
task and anxious to optimize their full potentials. 
Some billion displaced are looking for new thinking 
and options. This is a great opportunity to boldly lead 
with specific turnkey answers and go for real ‘value-

creation-models’ for local grass roots prosperity and 
walk away from ‘value-manipulations models’ where 
last globalization fiasco is choking the world. 

There are 11,000 Chamber of Commerce with 45 
million combined members worldwide. There are also 
some 100,000 National Trade Associations all serving 
the business communities, local/global economies 
and national leaderships. Each nation has now the ca-
pability to adapt to platform economy; upskilling of 
small medium businesses, where the main driving en-
gines of local prosperity are hidden. Today, upskilling 
for frontline management on digitization and entre-
preneurialism with innovative excellence a nation-by-
nation challenges. Study on Google the available 
methodologies and greater opportunities to nations. 

Pentiana Platform is an advanced global digital 
platform of exportability connecting five continents on 
five points of prosperity. The program sharply focused 
on value added production to increase profitability, im-
age positioning centric to open new markets and spe-
cial skills to scale-up enterprises to become magnet on 
new funding opportunities. n 

Lahore Chamber of 
Commerce is already taking a 
lead and having a high-level 
discussion on digitization of 
national entrepreneurialism 

and mobilization of Small 
Medium Business economy 

of the nation on upskilling for 
improved exportability and 

innovative excellence

Pakistan: A Five-Nation 
Alliance member 
upskilling SME

Pakistan has the massive entrepreneurial and youthful 
population, unique geography and Prime Minister Imran 
Khan at helm to bring The Five Nation Block economies 
play key role in changing global landscapes of trade, 
imbalances, and inequalities on economic superiority
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P
rime Minister 
Iman Khan 
launched Rs 5 
trillion ‘Ravi Ur-

ban Development Project’ 
and termed it vital to save 
the historical city of  La-
hore from environmental 
challenges caused by un-
planned settlements. This 
project was envisioned in 
1949, but has since been 
pending due to disinterest 
of  consecutive govern-
ments in such a large scale 
urban development project 
that would require a huge 
budget and about three 
decades to materialize. 

Lahore Development 
Authority (LDA) has as-
signed the task of  urban 
planning and design of  
River Ravi Project to Mein-
hardt Group, Singapore. 
The consultant has dis-
closed the following infor-
mation about the project 
plan and their development 
targets. 

The proposed RRUDP 
will extend over an area of  
about 414 kms and will be 
implemented over 30 years 
period in three phases. The 
analysis supported the fea-
sibility of  having twelve 
sectors in RRUDP, 
namely: medical city, resi-
dential, mix-use, urban 
farms, downtown, com-
mercial city, innovation 
city, government/financial 
city, tourism, central city, 
knowledge city, echo-city 
and sports city. 

The environmental and 
social impact assessment 
highlighted the positive im-
pacts of  the project such as 
economic uplifting of  the 
region and country, im-
proved quality of  life, so-
cioeconomic and lifestyle 
enhancement, ecological 
uplifting of River Ravi, sus-
tainable lifestyle, tourism 
and flood protection. 
There will also be some negative impacts (such as loss 
of agricultural lands of about 76,684 acres and impact 
on almost 65 settlements that include 20,723 house-
holds with the population of  80,000 along with their 
assets during project implementation and operational 
stages. However, these are expected to be temporary 
in nature and can be mitigated as suggested in EIA 
and SIA reports. Under this project, following projects 
will be planned and developed in Lahore: 

Eco-friendly modern facilities will be developed 
for education, health, government institutions, com-
mercial activities, sports and many other purpose 
built centers. That will include Knowledge City, Med-
ical City, Sports City, Innovation City and Financial 
City. It will promote different activities like Education, 
Culture, Technology, Sports and Business, and create 
jobs. 46 km long lake will be developed that will help 
control floods as well as maintain the underground 
water table in Lahore. Three barrages will be con-
structed on River Ravi that will store approximately 
271 billion litres of water. Filtration plants to be install 
to make Ravi water potable. Sewerage treatment 
plants to be installed to treat waste water before drain-
ing into Ravi River.  

Six million trees will be planted to create an urban 
forest. It will not only help reduce pollution in Lahore, 

but also help secure natural habitat. 
As we know that Lahore is one of  the most rap-

idly expanding city in Pakistan, and due to horizon-
tal expansion, large swathes of  agricultural land have 
been developed into housing schemes. If  this expan-

sion continues, we will end up with a serious shortage 
of  food in the years to come due to shortage of arable 
land. Due to mega infrastructure projects in Lahore 
over time, more than 70% of natural greenery has been 
destroyed which has caused air pollution and smog is-

sue in Lahore. An urban 
forest project will help mit-
igate these issues, control 
rising temperature, as well 
as add to the beauty of La-
hore. Meanwhile, Punjab 
government has offered in-
centives for Emirati invest-
ment in its special economic 
zones as the province’s lead-
ers met with the UAE am-
bassador to Pakistan, 
Hamad Obaid Al-Zaabi, in 
Lahore on Friday, the chief 
minister’s office said. 

Al-Zaabi met with Pun-
jab Chief Minister Sardar 
Usman Buzdar, Punjab 
Governor Chaudhry 
Muhammad Sarwar, and 
Punjab Assembly Speaker 
Chaudhry Pervez Elahi to 
discuss cooperation in dif-
ferent departments, as the 
province is establishing 13 
special economic zones and 
industrial estates. 

Buzdar invited UAE in-
vestment in the special 
zones and the Ravi River 
project — a new city near 
the Ravi River in Lahore 
district — and said that 
“special facilities” would be 
provided to Emirati in-
vestors. 

“UAE investors will be 
welcomed in Punjab. Co-
operation with the UAE in 
Pakistan’s construction and 
development (sectors) is 
commendable,” he said af-
ter the meeting, as quoted 
in the statement. 

The groundbreaking of 
the Allama Iqbal Industrial 
City special zone in Faisal-
abad took place earlier this 
year, while Quaid-e-Azam 
Business Park in 
Sheikhupura was launched 
last month. Buzdar said 
that the foundation stone 
for the third special zone, 
in Bahawalpur, will be laid 
soon. Al-Zaabi, according 
to the statement, invited the 
chief minister to visit UAE. 

Earlier this month, Pakistan’s minister for shipping, 
Syed Ali Haider Zaidi said the UAE expressed interest 
in investing in development projects in Pakistan. The 
announcement came after meeting with officials from 
a top UAE company, DP World, which specializes in 
free trade zones, cargo logistics, port terminal opera-
tions, and maritime services. 

On other hand, the top Saudi Arabia diplomate in 
Pakistan met noted personalities and conveyed greeting 
to the people of Pakistan on behalf of the Kingdom 
and its people on the 73rd anniversary of independence 
Friday. Ambassador Nawaf bin Saeed Al Malki held 
separate meetings with ex-PM Chaudhry Shujaat Hus-
sain, Punjab Assembly Speaker Pervaiz Elahi, Tariq 
Bashir Cheema, Moonis Elahi and Punjab CM Usman 
Buzdar. Matters of mutual interest, Covid-19 combat, 
investment opportunities in Pakistan and steps to bet-
ter economy for prosperity came under discussion.  
The Saudi envoy praised the Pakistani authorities and 
expressed the Kingdom’s interest in investment in Ravi 
Riverfront Urban Development Project. Nawaf bin 
Saeed Al Malki said the Saudi government will al-
ways stand by Pakistan. He said the Umrah pilgrims 
will soon be let perform the ritual. The Kingdom 
halted the pilgrimage as parts of  protective measures 
in wake of  coronavirus outbreak. n 
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Prime Minister Iman Khan 
launched Rs 5 trillion ‘Ravi 

Urban Development Project’ 
and termed it vital to save the 
historical city of Lahore from 

environmental challenges 
caused by unplanned 

settlements

Pakistan offers 
incentives to investors 
for Rs 5 trillion ‘River 

Ravi Project’

Lahore Development Authority (LDA) has assigned the 
task of urban planning and design of River Ravi Project 

to Meinhardt Group, Singapore. The consultant has 
disclosed the following information about the project 

plan and their development targets
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T
he government signed a new deal with In-
dependent Power Producers (IPPs) in a 
bid to bring down the cost of  electricity 
generation and reduce the circular debt. 

The government sources said that the agreement 
will lay the basis for buying electricity from power 
producers in the future and also fix tariff  issues. 

Another six wind power IPPs will sign the agree-
ment, sources said, adding that these electricity pro-
ducers are from private, government and China Pak-
istan Economic Corridor sectors. These IPPs will 
receive profit in rupees and not dollars, as underlined 
in the 1994 and 2002 power policy. 

Therefore, in the agreement, the dollar to rupee 
rate has been fixed and until the duration of  the 
agreement, it will remain steady at Rs148. 

Sources said that in these talks, no agency official 
was present and the committee was given two kinds 
of  authority under which it will do a forensic audit 

of  the IPPs and lead talks for an agreement. 
They added that the IPPs agreed to return Rs104 

billion to the government. National Electric Power 
Regulatory Authority (Nepra) will be the receiving 
authority. 

Those foreign investors who will pitch in money 
will get profit in dollars from the project. 

The government sources said that the agreement 
will lay the basis for buying electricity from power 
producers in the future and also fix tariff  issues. 

Prime Minister Imran Khan had congratulated 
the nation on the singing of  the agreement with 
IPPs and said Pakistan had turned the corner and 
now ample job opportunities would be available to 
the people. 

PM Imran said he wanted to share the good 
news that as a result of  an agreement with the IPPs, 
the power tariff  will come reduce for industries and 
household users will also benefit. 

He noted that negotiations with the IPPs were 
underway for the last many days and now with an 
agreement in place, it would help decrease the cir-
cular debt. He said the government is reforming the 
loss-making power sector. 

Meanwhile, Minister for Information and Broad-
casting Shibli Faraz on Saturday said that the new 
agreement with Independent Power Producers 
(IPPs) would enable the government to purchase 
cheap electricity from private companies and provide 
electricity to end consumers at lower rates. 

The information minister said this while ad-
dressing a press conference. Special Assistant to the 
Prime Minister on Power Sector Shahzad Qasim 
was also present on the occasion. 

The information minister said that a basic agree-
ment has been signed with IPPs which is the first ma-
jor step towards providing cheap electricity to the 
consumers. 

He said that the previous governments had failed 
to negotiate with the IPPs and expensive power con-
tracts were signed adding that it was not possible to 
undo such contracts unilaterally. 

He said Prime Minister Imran Khan wanted to 
address the issue of  expensive electricity on an im-
mediate basis due to which a team was constituted 
which held negotiations with the IPPs to revisit the 
old contracts. 

The information minister said that under the 
new agreement signed with the IPPs payments will 
only be made for the electricity acquired and con-
sumed instead of the total installed capacity of  a par-
ticular power plant. 

Faraz added that the return on equity will now be 
paid in Pakistani rupee rather than the US dollar. 

He informed that the government intends to en-
hance the share of  renewable energy to 20 to 25 per 
cent in the overall energy mix by 2030, which will 
help ease dependence on petroleum fuel and reduce 
the cost of  electricity production. 

Similarly, Shahzad Qasim highlighted that one of 
the key milestones achieved in the latest Memoran-
dum of  Understanding (MoU) signed with the 
IPPs is that fuel efficiency tests of  plants will be 
held and their results will be shared with the elec-
tric power regulator. 

“The IPPs would not only have to follow the 
prescribed limit of  National Electric Power Regu-
latory Authority (NEPRA) but the savings would 
also have to be shared with the government,” he 
said adding that it would help reduce the cost of  
electricity. 

He highlighted that earlier the late payment 
surcharge to be paid by the government to the IPPs 
was Kibor plus 4.5 per cent which has now been re-
duced to Kibor plus 2 per cent. 

The special assistant to the prime minister said 
that the government is working to change the 
whole power purchase regime with the IPPs as the 
current system guarantees payment of  electricity to 
the power producers as per their installed capacity 
even if  the actual purchase of  electricity was much 
lower. “It will take between one and two years to 
devise a new power purchase regime,” he added. 

He added that past dues of  the power produc-
ers would be cleared by the government and the 
MOU would only be applicable after the dues are 
cleared. 

Shahzad Qasim said that the tariffs of  various 
hydro power plants of  Water and Power Develop-
ment Authority are being rationalised at a uni-
form rate since currently different projects have 
different rates of  return. n 
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Therefore, in the agreement, 
the dollar to rupee rate has 

been fixed and until the 
duration of the agreement, it 
will remain steady at Rs 148

Pakistan signs PPA 
agreement with 13 
IPPs in bid to bring 
down the cost of 
electricity

Prime Minister Imran Khan had congratulated the nation 
on the singing of the agreement with IPPs and said Pak-
istan had turned the corner and now ample job opportu-
nities would be available to the people
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J
azz, Pakistan’s number one 4G operator and 
the largest internet and broadband service 
provider, has successfully deployed the coun-
try’s first 400G technology on its fiber-optic 

network. This development will greatly benefit cus-
tomers with faster and higher data requirements. The 
increase in data capacity on this 400G network can 
deliver high speeds equivalent to over 180,000 HD 
video streams at the same time or more than 70,000 
songs downloaded in a single second. 

Jazz CEO Aamir Ibrahim said: “We see that cus-
tomers are increasingly using high-bandwidth appli-
cations which resultantly, put pressure on existing 
data networks. Our 400G technology enables us to 
deliver faster and more data on the existing network 
to meet the growing demand. Jazz is committed to 
developing a digital ecosystem that supports the 
evolving technology needs of  individuals and busi-
nesses.” 

The demand for broadband speed and volume 
grows exponentially with a rise in low-latency activ-
ities like virtual meetings, online gaming, video 

streaming, etc., there is an urgent need to deliver 
more data through existing fiber networks. This 400G 
technology solves most issues because it significantly 
increases the data-carrying capacity of  existing net-
works without any changes to infrastructure and can 
deliver up to 400 billion bits of  information per sec-
ond.  

While projects like smart cities take shape in the 
country, and emerging applications make use of tech-
nologies like VR, AR, 4K, 8K, 16K and the Internet 
of  Things, Jazz believes that investment in more 
adaptive networks that foster innovation and enable 
the delivery of  more advanced services are para-
mount. 

Jazz CTO Khalid Shehzad said: “This technology 
essentially allows us the freedom to provide more 
data at greater speeds through a programmable net-
work that we can ramp up, like flicking a switch. 
Such a sustainable technology creates the basis for 
many subsequent developments including smart city 
solutions, ultra-fast internet including 5G, and further 
opportunities to be jointly developed with public au-
thorities.” 

It is also pertinent to mention that this is not the 
first step that Jazz has taken to future proof  its net-
work against the growing data demand. Recently, 

the mobile operator successfully launched 200G tech-
nology on its long haul optical transport network 
and 100G on its metro networks.  

Jazz’s 400G network is for now carrying live cus-
tomer traffic across the Lahore metro region with 
plans underway for further expansions.  

Meanwhile, Jazz remained focused on expanding 
its digital services with 4G capacity expansion and 
network roll out. In the second quarter of  2020, 
Jazz’s overall subscriber base grew by 5.6% year-
over-year (YoY) reaching 62.8 million, 4G customer 
base grew by 71.5% reaching 19.1 million whereas 
the overall data users grew by 11.1% YoY reaching 41 
million. 

Jazz continued network investment, with 4G base 
stations increasing by 17% YoY to over 10,000; 4G 
subscriber penetration reached 30%, alongside data 
usage increase of  97.9% YoY reaching 3.6 GB per 
user. Jazz’s self-care app, Jazz World, has crossed 6 
million monthly active users, a YoY increase of  
305%, making it the largest telco app in Pakistan. 
Jazz TV and content services (Bajao & Deikho) are 
also seeing encouraging momentum. 

According to Aamir Ibrahim, CEO of Jazz, “Our 
focus during the pandemic has been to ensure the 
provision of  reliable and affordable internet service 
which is critical for students and businesses working 
from home. Going forward, we will continue to ex-
pand our 4G network while strengthening our core 

and digital services portfolio aimed at meeting the 
growing data needs of  our customers.” 

During the reporting period, the number of  
monthly active JazzCash mobile wallets also contin-
ued to increase reaching 8.1 million, a YoY increase of 
41%. With over 76,000 registered freelancers generat-
ing more than PKR 1.23 billion worth of  transac-

tions, JazzCash is now Pakistan’s largest financial in-
stitution for freelancers. Overall, JazzCash processed 
around 900 million transactions amounting to over 
PKR 1.7 trillion over the past 12 months. n 

The demand for broadband 
speed and volume grows 

exponentially with a rise in 
low-latency activities like 
virtual meetings, online 

gaming, video streaming, 
etc., there is an urgent need 

to deliver more data through 
existing fiber networks

Jazz successfully 
deploys first 400G 
technology on its 
fiber-optic network

This 400G technology solves most issues because 
it significantly increases the data-carrying capacity of existing 
networks without any changes to infrastructure and can 
deliver up to 400 billion bits of information per second
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W
ith the release of  the TECNO spon-
sored-poster of  an action short film 
“Real Hero", this globally acclaimed 
smartphone brand has once again 

become the talk of  the town. The wait is finally over 
as TECNO has lifted the curtains from the celebrity 
in a hero avatar, which is none other than the pride 
of  Pakistan, Ali Zafar. TECNO has also signed 
him as the ambassador of  all-new Spark 6. 

The pride of  performance recipient, Ali Zafar is 
a true youth icon, who has earned worldwide fame 
and prestige for his country. This versatile star is not 
only a talented actor but a well-known singer, song-
writer, model, producer, painter, and screenwriter 
as well.  His all-rounder personality depicts excel-
lence, versatility, and creativity that surely aligns 
with TECNO’s upcoming model, Spark 6. 

The upcoming TECNO Spark 6 is one of  its 
kind due to its impeccable 16 MP Al quad camera 
+ flashes, and 8 MP Al selfie camera, dazzling 6.8'' 
HD dot –notch display, it’s beyond the belief  spa-

cious memory, impressive 2K skin adjust beauty 
feature and advanced G70 processor.Moreover, 

TECNO has hired a top -tier director of  the Pak-
istan media industry, Asad ul Haq for this action 
film. This veteran director knows his onions well, 
which makes him stand in the leading directors' list 
of  the industry.  

With the teaser release, in which a samurai can 
be seen holding a sword, TECNO fans bombarded 
the brand's social sites with their comments, trying 
to decipher the name of  the celebrity and the di-
rector. Fans were assuming that TECNO is going to 
hire, Ertugrul famed lead actor Engin Altan Duzy-
atan in their action film. As the identity of  our 
own Pakistani hero, Ali Zafar is revealed, all fans 
are super excited to know how this movie turns 
out to be and match the expectations bar set by 
Ertugrul. TECNO is only a few days away from 
the official launch of  premium handset Spark 6, 
which is expected to be the most influential 
launch of  the year. It is expected that the ground 
is all set for TECNO to give a tough time to its ri-
vals again. n 
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The upcoming TECNO Spark 
6 is one of its kind due to 

its impeccable 16 MP Al quad 
camera + flashes, and 8 MP 

Al selfie camera, dazzling 6.8'' 
HD dot –notch display, it’s 
beyond the belief spacious 

memory, impressive 2K skin 
adjust beauty feature and 
advanced G70 processor

TECNO appoints Real Hero, Ali 
Zafar, as Ambassador of Spark 6

The wait is finally over as TECNO has lifted the curtains from the celebrity in a hero 
avatar, which is none other than the pride of Pakistan, Ali Zafar. TECNO has also signed 
him as the ambassador of all-new Spark 6
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v
ivo, the leading global technology brand, an-
nounced Aima Baig, the renowned Pakistani 
singer and Azfar Rehman, the accredited ac-
tor as the brand ambassadors for vivo Y51 in 

Pakistan. With this partnership, vivo aims to tap into 
a large pool of  young audiences who can become 
part of  the vivo family.  

Both these ambassadors are accomplished artists 
and youth icons who have secured a niche in people’s 
hearts through their talent and passion, making them 
a perfect match for the brand essence and preserve the 
young spirit of  vivo. 

This announcement comes ahead of  vivo’s Y51 
launch in Pakistan, which would be a perfect blend 
of  elegance, style, and innovation.  

Y51 is featuring a one-of-a-kind diamond-shaped 
48MP AI Quad Camera, super crisp FHD+ Ace 
AMOLED Display and In-Display Fingerprint Scan-
ning along with 18W Fast Charging.  

As a youth-centric brand, vivo ensures that all its 
products are specially crafted to meet the needs of  a 
young audience passionate for innovation. vivo has 
repeatedly proven itself  to be a trendsetter in the 
technology industry while keeping a nook for bril-

liance at heart. “vivo stands for innovation, trend-
setting design and excellence. We believe these are 
also the qualities epitomized by Aima Baig and Az-
far Rehman, whose spirit of  pursuing their passion 
has made them one of Pakistan’s biggest youth icons. 
We are delighted to have them as our ambassadors for 
Y51.” said Mr. Zohair Chohan, the Brand Manager 
for vivo in Pakistan.  

“Working closely with local celebrities and influ-
encers is a part of  our global brand strategy. With 
Aima and Azfar joining us, we believe that our vivo 
family will grow further.” he added.  

This year vivo marks the completion of  three 
years in Pakistan. Exemplifying its commitment to 
bringing best-in-class smartphones in Pakistan, vivo 
introduced its customers to the several notable ‘Firsts’ 
global innovations and exemplary technologies, from 
the World’s First FullView™ Display to the In-Dis-
play Fingerprint Scanning and Pop-Up Cameras.  

In a short time, vivo has adapted quickly to un-
derstand and anticipate the ever-changing needs of  
young smartphone users for trendsetting technolo-
gies, pro-photography features, and elevated mobile 
experiences. n 
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v
ivo, the leading global smartphone brand, 
launched its latest budget smartphone – 
the vivo Y51 in Pakistan. Following the 
legacy of  introducing “customer-centric” 

innovations, vivo Y51 brings the ultimate smart-
phone experience in just Rs. 36,999.  

The all-new vivo Y51 features an ultra-clear 
48MP AI Quad Rear Camera, a super crisp 
FHD+ Ace AMOLED Display for an immersive 
cinematic experience and the revolutionary In-
Display Fingerprint Scanning with a massive 
4500mAh Battery. The overall sleek and fashion-
able design of  the smartphone is complemented 
by dazzling colors and artistic looks that define 
the dynamic lifestyle of  Pakistani youth. 

vivo recently announced Aima Baig, the 
renowned Pakistani singer and Azfar Rehman, 
the accredited actor as the brand ambassadors 
for vivo Y51 in Pakistan. Both these ambassa-
dors are accomplished artists and youth icons 
who have secured a niche in people’s hearts 
through their talent and passion, making them a 
perfect match for the brand essence and preserve 
the young spirit of  vivo. 

Commenting on the launch Mr. Zohair 
Chohan, the Brand Manager for vivo in Pakistan 
said, “vivo Y series has witnessed immense love 
and success in Pakistan. Now we are scaling up 
the youth-oriented Y-series to capture the essence 
of  Pakistani youth and their evolving needs. The 

new vivo Y51 is customised, keeping in mind the 
changing lifestyle with a blend of  vivo’s innova-
tion and signature style.” 

The key highlight of  the vivo Y51 is one of  its 
kind Diamond shaped 48MP AI Quad-camera 
for remarkably stable and crystal-clear photogra-
phy. The 8MP wide angle camera + 2MP macro 
camera and 2MP bokeh feature enable users to 
seamlessly switch perspectives and capture the 
minute details with ultra-clear quality and per-

fection. The front 16MP camera delivers for 
breath-taking selfie shots. The unique camera 
setup ensures high-quality images capturing even 
the most minute details with utmost precision 
and accuracy. 

The vivo Y51 features a massive 4500 mAh 
battery and Dual-Engine Fast Charging along 

with vivo’s signature In-Display Fingerprint Scan-
ning for hassle-free & secure unlocking. Y51 with 
its eye-catching design will be available in fash-
ionable and elegant colors of  Dreamy White, 
Jazzy Blue and Mystic Black supported by a light-
weight and compact body that adapts perfectly to 
the everyday life of  the young audiences.  

The Snapdragon 665 processor, coupled with 
4GB of  RAM and 128GB Storage, will facilitate 
power-packed performance and elevated smart-
phone experience. Moreover, the vivo Y51 with 
the Multi-Turbo feature and Game Mode brings 
along an ultimate gaming experience, rendering 
high-resolution graphics with maximum speed 
and smooth game play. 

Pricing & Availability: 
The retail price for vivo Y51 in Pakistan is 

Rs. 36,999 and the phone is currently on pre-or-
der from 15th of  September to 18th of  Septem-
ber 2020; the official sales will begin on Sep-
tember 19. 

vivo offers one-year warranty for Y51 along 
with 15 days free replacement and 6 months war-
ranty for accessories. vivo Y51 is duly approved 
by Pakistan Telecommunications Authority and 
supports all mobile networks in Pakistan on both 
SIM slots over 4G LTE, 3G and 2G modes. Zong 
customers can also get 12GB Free Mobile Inter-
net by using their 4G SIM card in Slot 1 (2GB In-
ternet / month for 6 months).  n

Following the legacy of 
introducing “customer 

centric” innovations, vivo Y51 
brings the ultimate 

smartphone experience in 
just Rs. 36,999
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W
ahaj us Siraj Chief  Executive Offi-
cer (CEO) and co-founder of  Nay-
atel wrote a letter to Chief  Minister 
Punjab Usman Buzdar against in-

sulting and impolite conduct of  Managing Di-
rector (MD) of  Punjab Small Industries Com-
pany (PSIC) Mudassar Riaz Malik. 

In a letter written to Chief  Minister Punjab, 
Usman Buzdar, he has raised questions concern-
ing the insulting and impolite conduct of  Mu-
dassar Riaz Malik, who’s the managing director 
(MD) of  Punjab Small Industries Company 
(PSIC). 

Since June 2018, Nayatel has been trying to 
get right of  way (ROW) to install its broadband 
fiber network at Small Industrial Estate, Faisal-
abad. Numerous meetings held with officials of  
PSIC with no results despite the fact that our 
right of  permission is legitimate and neither can’t 
be denied, delayed, nor unreasonable fee could be 
charged under prevailing laws.  

After hectic follow up, the MD PSIC, Mudas-
sar Riaz Malik, invited Nayatel for a meeting at 
Lahore and our Co-founder and COO, Khawaja 

Saad Saleem travelled from Islamabad to attend 
this meeting on 02 September 2020. Leaving the 
permission issue aside, Mudassar Riaz Malik was 
extremely rude and arrogant in the meeting and 
when he couldn’t logically answer Saleem’s argu-
ments, he abruptly and egoistically left the unfin-
ished meeting uttering slurs.  

Such an insulting attitude of  MD, PSIC with 
an investor who is making billions investment in 
Punjab leading to hundreds of  new jobs creation 
and providing broadband fiber in many cities, re-

flects colonial mindset which is unacceptable in a 
civilised democratic society and makes a dark 
spot on Government of  Punjab.  

It is therefore requested the disciplinary pro-
ceedings against Mudassar Riaz Malik, MD, 
PSIC, for his insulting and contemptuous atti-
tude towards investors and citizens may kindly be 
initiated.  

Due to this fact, the CEO has requested CM 
Punjab, Chief  Secretary Jawad Rafique Malik 
and Secretary Industries, Commerce, Funding & 
Expertise Growth Authorities of  Punjab to pro-
voke disciplinary proceedings towards Mudassar 

Riaz Malik, MD, PSIC, for his insulting and con-
temptuous angle in direction of  traders and resi-
dents. 

It is pertaining to mention here that CEO Nay-
atel claimed it installed Pakistan’s first fiber to the 
home (FTTH) networks in Islamabad, 
Rawalpindi, Faisalabad and Peshawar. Being truly 
customer-centric, Nayatel has re-written the qual-
ity of  service parameters and set new quality stan-
dards aligned with customers' expectations and 
requirements. n 
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CEO Nayatel appeals 
CM Punjab to take stern action 
against MD PSIC for insulting 
and impolite behaviour

In a letter written to Chief Minister Punjab, Usman Buzdar, CEO Nayatel Wahaj us Siraj has 
raised questions concerning the insulting and impolite conduct of Mudassar Riaz Malik, 
Managing Director (MD) Punjab Small Industries Company (PSIC)
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F
ederal Minister (IT & 
Telecom), Syed Amin-ul-
Haque paid a visit to Na-
tional Telecommunica-

tion Corporation (NTC) 
Headquarters recently. On behalf  
of  NTC management & staff, 
Managing Director NTC, Brig 
(Retd) Viqar Rashid Khan warmly 
welcomed the Federal Minister. A 
short briefing on NTC was given 
which was followed by a visit to 
National Data Center (NDC). 

MD NTC, Brig (Retd) Viqar 
Rashid Khan briefed the Minister 
on the major achievements made 
by NTC during the past six years with special empha-
sis on the measures adopted during Covid-19 Pan-
demic. MD NTC also briefed the Minister about the 
establishment of NTC cloud based Tier-III, ISO 27001 
certified National Data Centre in a record time of 
five months and provision of Telecom/ICT services 
during COVID-19. During the COVID-19 Pandemic, 
NTC National Data Centre acted as the main platform 
for hosting all the systems/web/mobile applications 
developed for data acquisition and data analysis that 
assisted NCOC and other policy/decision makers for 
taking appropriate corrective measures. 

The Minister was told that NTC is also providing 
video conference system for holding important meet-
ings of the PM, Cabinet, ECC and NCOC etc. So far, 
over 429 video meetings have been arranged by NTC 
flawlessly. He was told that prudent action by NTC has 
saved the government from many problems during 
COVID-19. The minister was further told by MD 
NTC, Brig ® Viqar Rashid Khan that during his 
tenure, NTC achieved unprecedented record growth 
and performance in the field of Operation, Technical, 

Finance and Administration as under:- 
a. Record Growth in Exchanges from 142 to 

462, overall growth ---- 225%. 
b. Expansion of exchanges to New Districts/ 

Cities throughout Pakistan from 66 to 99, overall 
growth ---- 50%. 

c. ADP completion ---- Average 81% annually 
with 100% completion in FY 2016-17 & 2019-20 
which is a record performance in any Public Sector or-
ganization. 

d. Subscribers Growth ---- 15%  
e. Broadband Subscribers Growth ---- 115% 
f. NTC International Gateway Exchange (IGE) 

has earned approx. US$ 18 Millions (Foreign Ex-
change) since April 2015. 

g. NTC National Data Center (NDC) was es-
tablished in a record time of five months. 

h. NTC NDC is Tier-III compliant cloud based 
ISO-27001 certified Data Center. 

i. NTC almost doubled its Revenue since 2013 
i.e. from Rs 2.4B in FY 2013-14 to Rs. 4.2B in FY 
2019-20. 

j. Since 2013, record increase 
in NTC Profit @ 440% with Profit 
of Rs. 578 Million in FY 2019-20. 

Speaking on the occasion, 
Syed Amin-ul-Haque, Federal 
Minister MoIT praised NTC per-
formance and congratulated NTC 
management for phenomenal de-
velopment of  ICT infrastructure 
for public sector. Minister appreci-
ated MD NTC for his leadership 
and management during Covid-19 
Pandemic and assured his full sup-
port. The Minister said that no-
body predicted COVID-19 in 
2020. After the outbreak of  
COVID-19 in Pakistan in March 
2020, various other departments 

were demanding funds and equipment but NTC was 
ready and fully prepared to meet the emergent situa-
tion. My full compliments to NTC and its manage-
ment. MD NTC thanked Federal Minister for repos-
ing his trust in NTC and assured that NTC is fully 
committed to achieve Digital Pakistan- a vision of 
Prime Minister of Pakistan. 
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MD NTC, Brig (Retd) Viqar 
Rashid Khan briefed the 

Minister on the major 
achievements made by NTC 

during the past six years 
with special emphasis on the 

measures adopted during 
Covid-19 Pandemic

NTC is fully committed to achieve 
PM vision on Digital Pakistan

Syed Amin-ul-Haque, Federal Minister MoIT praised NTC performance and 
congratulated NTC management for phenomenal development of ICT infrastructure 
for public sector. Minister appreciated MD NTC for his leadership and management 
during Covid-19 Pandemic and assured his full support
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O
n the direction of  Federal Minister for IT 
and Telecommunication Syed Amin Ul 
Haque, Ministry of  Information Tech-
nology and Telecommunication has 

started working to auction additional available fre-
quency spectrum for improvement of  mobile broad-
band services and network expansion in the country. 

The network expansion will facilitate better dig-
ital connectivity, online education, e-commerce etc. 

Additional spectrum release/auction will help 
enhancement of  4G services and subscribers base 
which is necessary for the successful launch of  5G 
technology in the country. 

Secretary Ministry of  Information Technology 
and Telecommunications Shoaib Ahmed Siddiqui, 
while talking to media, confirmed that the govern-
ment had made available ample spectrum and de-
cided to go for auction.  

He further said that it has the potential to raise 
billions of  rupees in revenue as it could prove to be 
very resourceful for the market, but the benchmark 
is to be ascertained by the Pakistan Telecommuni-
cation Authority (PTA) through international con-
sultants.  

The ministry had previously approached Prime 
Minister Imran Khan to form an advisory commit-
tee, who had directed them to approach the Eco-
nomic Coordination Committee (ECC) for this mat-
ter, he said.  

The ministry is now in the process of  approach-
ing the ECC, he added.  

He also said that the IT Ministry had already di-
rected the PTA to hire a consultant who can help 
them to set benchmarks for the spectrum auction.  

On the other hand, Pakistan is a promising mar-
ket for startups because of  its young ecosystem, a 
rapidly-growing digital economy and local technol-
ogy clusters continuing to develop, according to a 

new report. 
Magnitt, which launched the Pakistan Venture 

Investment report for the first half  of  2020, placed 
the country fourth with Jordan after the UAE, Egypt 
and Saudi Arabia in Middle East and North Africa 
rankings. 

Investments in Pakistani startups have seen con-
tinued growth, with a few notable exits and success 
stories resulting in an increased appetite for these 
firms from regional and international investors, the 
report said. 

The focus of  investors is still on the early stages 
as the country received $10 million investment in the 
January-June period, while the overall number of  
deals increased by 13 per cent to 17 per cent despite 
the impact of  Covid-19. 

E-commerce, healthcare, multimedia, advertising 
and marketing and data analytics were the top five 
sectors in terms of deals and investment. The top five 
deals in Pakistan-based startups represented 49 per 
cent of  total funding raised during seed and pre-
seed rounds. 

"With abundant talent, a large market and no 
shortage of  problems to solve, the Pakistani startup 
ecosystem is quickly gaining momentum," said Mu-
dassir Sheikha, CEO of  Careem. 

Tajir and Bazaar raised $1.8 million and $1.3 
million, respectively, to secure the top two positions 
while mandiexpress ($0.7 million), healthwire.pk 
($0.7 million) and screen-it ($0.25 million) are the 
other startups that raised money to expand their op-
erations and network in the country. 

"Early-stage funding is more readily available 
than ever before. Our top talent is choosing to work 
at and found startups, and the regulatory environ-
ment is becoming more supportive of  startups. With 
one or two more successes under our belt, we will be 
seriously on our way to leaping into the digital fu-

ture," Sheikha said. 
The report said Pakistan's startup space has 

shown signs of  growing incrementally, with many 
positive indicators for the future. This momentum 
will continue with several large deals such as Airlift's 
$22 million taking place in the second half  of  2020, 
it added. 

"Pakistan is a key and growing market," said 
Philip Bahoshy, chief  executive and founder of  Mag-
nitt. "We have already seen success stories such as 
Careem where cross-pollination across borders has 
benefitted all ecosystems involved," he said. 

Rabeel Warraich, founder and chief  executive of  
Sarmayacar, sees promising growth in the e-com-
merce sector due to consumer behavioural shifts in 
the nation of over 220 million stemming from Covid-
19. "We've been live in the market for almost two 
years and [have had] seven investments to date; we've 
learned what works and where challenges continue 
to exit but broadly speaking we are more excited than 
ever.  

Startups are beginning to demonstrate traction 
that is increasingly bringing more interest from for-
eign capital to the space and we see acceleration in 
the shift of  Pakistan's $250 billion of  consumer 
spending to online channels," Warraich said. 

Ali Mukhtar, founder and partner of  Fatima 
Gobi Ventures, said Pakistan is positioned to be one 
of  the fastest-growing digital markets globally and 
has all the right ingredients for the ecosystem to 
flourish. It has a young and now digitally-connected 
population, a growing middle class and an incredi-
ble entrepreneurial talent that has continued to excel 
in Silicon Valley as well as in the region. 

"Successful companies like Careem, FireEye, 
Affinity and EMPG were all founded by Pakistani 
entrepreneurs and we see no reason why that would 
not be the case if  the same opportunities are pro-
vided to entrepreneurs locally," Ali told Khaleej 
Times on Sunday. 

Launched in 2019, Fatima Gobi Ventures will 
make 18 to 20 early-stage investments from Fund 1 
and has already made such from four investments. 

"All our portfolio companies have also attracted 
participation from funds based out of  the US, the 
UK, China and Singapore as well as Mena as co-in-
vestors. This we believe is a great early sign of  the se-
riousness and the strong level of  interest from some 
of  the leading tech investors globally," said the CEO 
of  a Pakistan-based venture capital fund. 

Omer Khan, founder and CEO of  PostEx, a 
Pakistan-based financial technology startup, said 
Pakistan has been comparatively slow to embrace 
fintech. However, there is a great need for easy-to-ac-
cess financing solutions for the SME sector. n 
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IT Ministry had already 
directed the PTA to hire a 
consultant who can help 

them to set benchmarks for 
the spectrum auction

Govt to auction 
spectrum for mobile 
broadband services

Additional spectrum release/auction will help enhancement of 
4G services and subscribers base which is necessary for the 
successful launch of 5G technology in the country
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I
f  you’ve been following the tech industry 
over the past year, you no doubt know that 
Huawei is in a heap of  trouble. Since May of  
2019, Chinese company has been under fire 

from the Trump administration in the United 
States, resulting in what is colloquially referred to 
as the “Huawei ban.” This ongoing battle has 
forced Huawei to drastically change its business 
practices. 

Google has quit China mainland market, do-
mestic sales of  Android phones are without a 
Google service, and does not support the required 
service software. 

Last year, Huawei had launched smartphones 
without many of  the apps typically pre-installed 
on Android handsets. The Mate 30 and Mate 30 
Pro both lack YouTube, Google Maps and Gmail 
among other software. They also did not feature 
Google's Play Store, which was the normal way 
users outside China install third-party software 
on to Android 10 phones.  

Washington cut off  Huawei's access to US 
components and technology, including Google's 
music and other smartphone services last year. 

How will Huawei's phone business be affected?  
Richard Yu Chengdong, CEO of  Huawei's 

consumer product branch, said in August that the 
company would not be able to manufacture its 
self-designed high-end Kirin chips for smartphones 
after September 15. 

Its upcoming flagship handset Huawei Mate 
40, equipped with Kirin 9000, could be the last 
generation of  Huawei phones powered by its self-
developed chipset, Yu said.  

Although its suppliers have been rushing to 
provide a last batch of  inventories to Huawei dur-
ing the past months, industry insiders estimate 
that the company's chip stockpile can only sustain 
its phone shipments for half  a year. 

Huawei's smartphone shipments exceeded 240 
million units in 2019, overtaking Apple to become 
the second best-selling brands worldwide, accord-
ing to Yu. In the first half  of  2020, the company 
shipped over 105 million phones despite sluggish 
global demand. However, analysts expect Huawei's 
smartphone shipments to plunge to only 50 mil-
lion units next year, as the result of  the harshest 
ever US restrictions.  

At the 2020 Huawei Developer Conference 
held recently, the company unveiled its upgraded 
self-developed operation system – the Harmony 
OS 2.0, which will not only be available to its 
smartphones, but also allows multiple Huawei 
products such as TV, tablets and laptops to seam-
lessly work together and bring a streamlined ex-
perience to users.  

Wang Chenglu, head of  software at Huawei's 
consumer business branch, said that the interac-
tion between HarmonyOS 2.0 devices will be 
much faster than current cross-device solutions.  

Huawei is also building a device ecosystem 

with other electronics makers. "Ovens, fridges, 
cars and many other third-party products with 
HarmonyOS 2.0 will be available soon," Wang 
said.  

"One year ago, when Washington restricted 
Huawei's access to using Android in its smart-
phones, many had thought that Huawei's smart-
phone businesses would be destroyed," said Xiang 
Ligang, director-general of  the Information Con-
sumption Alliance, a telecom industry associa-
tion.  

Huawei’s founder and CEO, Ren Zhengfei, said 
that he expects US sanctions to cause the com-

pany’s revenue to drop by billions of  dollars. The 
company expects its revenue to drop to $100 bil-
lion this year, down from around $104 billion last 
year. Previously it said it expected to make $125 
billion in revenue. “We did not expect [the Trump 
administration] would attack us on so many as-
pects,” Ren said, although he added that the com-

pany did not expect to cut R&D spending or con-
duct large-scale layoffs. 

The CEO had initially been defiant in the face 

of  Trump’s executive order, and said that Huawei 
had contingency plans to deal with the ban. How-
ever, the full implications of  the ban have since be-
come more clear. Google has suspended the firm’s 
Android license, ARM will no longer sell it de-
signs for its chipsets, and multiple countries are 
moving to suspend the use of  Huawei’s network-
ing equipment. Even its use of  SD cards and Wi-
Fi tech has been complicated, though not banned 
outright. Ren confirmed that these issues could re-
sult in a drop in international smartphone ship-
ments of  40 percent, after Bloomberg reported 
that the company was preparing for a drop of  as 
much as 60 percent. The company might not re-
cover until 2021, the CEO said. 

A Huawei executive says that recent US sanc-
tions against the company have caused a shortage 
of  computer chips for the company, hurting the 
growth of  its smartphone business. 

Richard Yu, president of  Huawei's consumer 
business, said at a company conference for devel-
opers on Thursday that the company has still man-
aged to gain a 51 percent market share in the Chi-
nese smartphone industry. 

The US has imposed various sanctions on 
Huawei, citing national security concerns. The 
latest, ordered in August, restrict foreign semi-
conductor companies from selling chips to Huawei 
that are produced using American technology. 

“Even after this third blow, we still managed to 

achieve growth,” said Yu, who acknowledged that 
growth had been impacted over the last month. 

This trade blacklist cut Huawei off  from sup-
pliers such as Google, which had supplied Huawei 
smartphones with the Android operating system 
and Google Mobile Services, such as Gmail and 
YouTube. Huawei then developed its own Huawei 
Mobile Services, including an app store, that it 
has rolled out for newer smartphone models. 

Huawei continues to rely on sales in its home 
market of  China, selling 52 million units in Q2 
2020. Huawei will face more competition as smart-
phone brands introduce flagships between now 
and the end of  the year. Again, Huawei has seen 
sharp decline in sales across major smartphone 
markets outside of  China since the initial US-ban 
back in 2019. 

Some of  Huawei's major chip suppliers, in-
cluding the world's biggest contract chipmaker – 
Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co 
(TSMC), and South Korean memory chipmakers 
Samsung and SK Hynix, have confirmed that they 
had to halt orders from the company after Sep-
tember 15 without a license from the US Com-
merce Department.  

Telecom equipment business and consumer 
product business (mostly smartphones) have been 
the two pillars of  Huawei's operations, contribut-
ing about 35 percent and 56 percent respectively to 
its total revenue in the first half  of  2020, accord-
ing to its financial report. n 
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T
he regular consumption of  sugary drinks 
increases heart disease, diabetes, obesity, 
pancreatic, breast and prostate cancer risks. 
President Pakistan National Heart Associ-

ation (PNA) Maj Gen (Retd) Dr. Masood ur 
Rehman Kiani warned that the use of  phosphate in 
sugary drinks cause mental retardation and bone 
losses. 

Addressing a press conference, he appealed to the 
parents to play their positive role in protecting the 
health of  their loved ones from being jeopardized.  

The government and parents need to reduce the 
use of  soft drinks to protect the health of  the younger 
generation, said General Secretary of  Panah 
Sanaullah Ghuman. 

Referring to a research study, he said the con-
sumption of  sugary drinks on a daily basis increases 
the risk of  heart attack by 42%. High levels of  sugar, 
metabolic effects of  fructose, and H. pylori used to 
sweeten them. FCS can increase the risk of  heart at-
tack or heart disease. The Nurses Health Study ex-
amined the health of  over 90,000 women more than 

an eight-year period, and found that the use of  sug-
ary drinks increased women's risk of  developing 
heart disease by 40%, said Sanaullah Ghuman.  

Drinks affect our brain function, the fructose 
corn syrup (HFCS) used in it is sweeter than ordi-
nary sugar, the high amount of  phosphate found in 
sugary drinks is a risk to healthy bones.  

According to a study by the American Heart As-
sociation, the amount of  sugar found in a sugary 
drink is equivalent to six teaspoons for women and 
nine teaspoons for men. Pakistan ranks sixth in the 
world in diabetes, according to the study. Drinking 
one or more sugary drinks a day has been shown to 
increase the risk of  developing diabetes, Sanaullah 
Ghman said, adding that research has also shown 
that the use of  sugary drinks can affect the pan-
creas, breasts and Prostate cancer plays a key role in 
prostate cancer, found in men Alzheimer's is the 
most common cancer. 

He appealed the authority concerned to control 
the consumption of  sugary drinks and secure the fu-
ture of  the new generation. 

Even the American Heart Association recom-
mends limiting added sugar to no more than 100 
calories a day (6 teaspoons of  sugar or 25 grams) for 
most women, and no more than 150 calories a day 
(9 teaspoons of  sugar or 38 grams) for most men. 
Sugar-sweetened beverages are the biggest source of  
added sugars in the American diet; a typical 12-
ounce can of  regular soda has 130 calories and 8 tea-
spoons (34 grams) of  sugar. 

Although diet soda may provide an alternative 
for some people who are trying to reduce the amount 
of  sugary drinks in their diet, they do include artifi-
cial sweeteners such as saccharin, aspartame, su-
cralose and others. Water remains the most accessi-
ble and healthy beverage to drink regularly -- water 
has no sugar, no artificial sweeteners and no calories. 

Meanwhile, an international team of  researchers 
have found that higher consumption of  fruit and 
vegetables is linked to a lower risk of  developing type 
2 diabetes. 

The researchers examined the blood levels of  vi-
tamin C and carotenoids among 9,754 adults with 
diabetes and 13,662 adults without diabetes as a 
comparison group. 

Carotenoids are pigments that produce bright 
yellow, red and orange colors in plants, vegetables 
and fruits. 

According to the study published in the British 
Medical Journal, every 66-gram increase in daily 
fruit and vegetable intake was associated with a 25 
percent lower risk of  developing type 2 diabetes. 

Zheng Jusheng, a researcher from West Lake 
University and first author of  the study, said it has 
been suggested that high fruit and vegetable intake 
plays an important role in the prevention of  type 2 
diabetes, but former studies often used data from di-
etary questionnaires to assess intake, which is subject 
to measurement error and recall bias. 

Blood levels of  vitamin C and carotenoids are 
more objective and reliable markers and the new 
study provides support for the recommendation to 
increase fruit and vegetable intake, he added. 

While Zheng did not recommend any specific 
fruit or vegetables, given their similar nutritional 
content, he suggested eating a varied diet. 

Zheng said the study is based on data from 
eight European countries but it can still offer im-
portant guidance for other countries. He plans to 
carry out similar studies in China to see if  the re-
sults are similar. n 
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I
t is great challenge to the government that it 
able to terminate services of  nearly dozens of-
ficers of  the Federal Board of Revenue involved 
in corruption and malpractices and losing bil-

lion of  rupees in national exchequer. It seems that 
the bureaucracy in the FBR and the Establishment 
Division was protecting these people from action but 
Prime Minister Imran Khan promised to take the 
corrupt people to task.  

The Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) announced 
that the board initiated inquiry against 76 officers 
from different grade on corruption charges to ensure 
accountability and transparency in the institution. 

The officers from 17 to 20 grades have been fac-
ing corruption charges on different complaints re-
ceived by FBR from July this year, Member FBR Ad-
ministration, Bakhtiar Muhammad informed media 
persons here during a press conference about In-
tegrity Management Initiative. 

Bakhtiar was accompanied by FBR Member Hu-
man Resource Management (HRM), Hafiz Muham-
mad Ali Indhar and member Taxpayer Audit and 
Spokesman of  FBR, Syed Nadeem Hussain Rizvi. 

He that since July 17, the board conducted in-
quiry against 76 officers of  Customs and Inland 
Revenue Services (IRS) while 10 officers were dis-
missed amongst them on the charge of  corruption.   

Bakhtiar Muhammad said that FBR had inten-
sified action against irregularity, corruption and in-
efficiency and suspended ten more officers.  

The member administration informed that FBR 
also completed the inquiry against 2 officers of  grade 
20 on corruption charges and sent their report to the 
Prime Minister Office for further action. 

He said that FBR also initiated the inquiry 
against one officer of  grade 21, adding “We are in 
process of  finding facts against him on the same 
charge of  corruption.” 

He said, before July 1 of  this year, inquiry was 
started against the 37 officer for same charges. He 
said the new team of  FBR was looking on these 
cases under the leadership of  new chairman FBR 
,Muhammad Javed Ghani to maintain accountabil-
ity and transparency in the prime national institution 
of  the country. 

The member administration said that significant 
progress could be witnessed in fight against the cor-
ruption in FBR, adding 
there would be no toler-
ance for corruption in the 
board. 

While briefing on com-
plaint procedure of  FBR, 
he said that FBR had re-
ceived complaints on cor-
ruption and other cases 
through different means in-
cluding general mails, web-
site, social media and on-
line complaint system. 

He said that “We are 
also receiving complaint from Prime Minster com-
plaint Cell as well and even the institution attends 
anonymous complaints for maintaining trans-
parency." 

He said that earlier, the complaints of  corruption 
and other charges was received through different 
wings of  FBR, however, these were now received 
through an Integrity and Performance Management 

Unit (IPMU). 
The member administration said the Integrity 

and Performance Management Unit (IPMU) had 
been established in FBR to address the complaints of 
the taxpayers against any employee.  

The complainant could send his complaint 
through telephone, e-mail and letter which would be 

scrutinized and investi-
gated by senior officers, he 
added.  

He said that FBR 
would continue to put its 
efforts to raise revenue for 
the government and  strive 
to achieve the objectives of  
the organization at all 
costs. 

The member FBR said 
the image of  the organiza-
tion will be raised and the 
perception of  the taxpayers 

and people about the organization will be improved 
so that the taxpayers’ can pay their due taxes in time 
without any hesitation and suspicion thinking that 
their paid taxed would be utilized on the progress of  
the country and welfare of  the people. 

Couple of  weeks ago, the government admitted 
in the Senate that the reported corruption and in-
competence of  Federal Board of  Revenue (FBR) 

cost around Rs 1000 billion in the revenue loss to the 
national exchequer. 

The Minister severely criticised the FBR, a fed-
eral government body responsible for levying and 
collection of  federal duties and taxes, and remarked, 
“It is the most corrupt institution in the history of  
country.” 

He said that he had made similar remarks during 
a cabinet meeting and Prime Minister was “very 
kind” to endorse his views. “Yes, it is 100 per cent 
corrupt and that is why we are going for automa-
tion,” he said while quoting PM. 

Chairman Senate Muhammad Sadiq Sanjrani 
while endorsing Swati’s remarks against FBR said 
that it was true. 

The minister alleged that even FBR officials were 
not making tax collections for the state but for them-
selves and this practice needed to be stopped. 

On this, Sanjrani reminded the minister who is 
also a senior leader of  the ruling party that he was in 
the government. 

But the Narcotics Minister went on to state that 
majority of  people in FBR were “extremely cor-
rupt” and re-emphasized that even an inspector of  
the board was making so much money that every 
Cabinet member was worried about it. He de-
manded of  the government to go for automation to 
purge the institution of  corruption and to increase 
revenue collection. n 
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It seems that the bureaucracy in the FBR and the 
Establishment Division was protecting these people from 
action but Prime Minister Imran Khan promised to take 
the corrupt people to task
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T
he annual festival of  the Kalash tribe, 
Ochal concluded as Kalash celebrates 
festival every year when the fruits ripen 
in the area and hence it is also called the 

festival of  giving thanks. Number crowded 
tourists gather here and enjoy the festival.  

The Kalash people are the minaret of  the fes-
tival of  Ochal in Rumbor during the day, where 
women sing religious songs in a distinctly circu-
lar dance form, while at night the festival contin-
ues till morning in the Bamburat Valley. Men, as 
well as women, perform dances on the beat of  a 
drum. The religious leaders of  the Kalash tribe, 
called Qazis, sing praises to their elders, and the 
people around them carry notes of  fifty, one hun-
dred, five hundred rupees in their caps, which 
are considered a sign of  honor. 

Young and old, people of  all ages are equally 
participating in this festival. The people of  Kalash 
celebrate four different festivals in a year in which 
a large number of  domestic and foreign tourists 
visit this paradise-like valley. 

This time a large number of  parliamentarians 
have also come to Chitral to watch the festival at 
the invitation of  Wazirzada Special Assistant to 
CM on Minority Affairs. Among them are 

Shaukat Yousafzai, Provincial Minister for In-
dustries and Crafts, Mohammad Arif  Moham-
mad Zai, Minister for Minerals, Taj Mohammad 

Khan Tarand, Special Assistant to Chief  Minister, 
on prison, Mian Sharaf  Khan, Member Provin-
cial Assembly, Kalam, Special Secretary for 
Health, Dr. Mohammad Farooq Jamil and others. 

Keeping in view of  dilapidated roads of  the ar-
eas and boost the tourism, Special Assistant to 
Chief  Minister Khyber Pakhtunkhwa for Minor-
ity Affairs Wazri Zada said that government has al-
located Rs 4.7 billion for roads construction and 
work will be starting soon. 

Mr Yousufzai announced the establishment of  
the Kalash Development Authority for the protec-
tion local unique culture, poverty alleviation and 
provision of  health and educational facilities. 

He also announced Rs0.5 million for future fes-
tivals in every Kalash valley and said Rs40,000 
would be disbursed to every family in valleys in 
light of  rising food inflation. 

The Ochal festival concludes with all its colors 
and charms but its beauty has left indelible im-
pressions and unforgettable memories on the hearts 
of  the tourists who come here every year. n 

The Ochal festival concludes 
with all its colors and 

charms but its beauty has 
left indelible impressions 

and unforgettable memories 
on the hearts of the tourists 
who come here every year

Fund allocates for roads 
construction in Chitral to 
attract more tourists 

Mr Yousufzai announced the establishment of the Kalash Development Authority for 
the protection local unique culture, poverty alleviation and provision of health and 
educational facilities
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T
he government 
has blocked Tin-
der, Grindr and 
three other dat-

ing apps Tagged, Skout 
and SayHi for not adher-
ing to local laws, its latest 
move to curb online plat-
forms deemed to be dis-
seminating "immoral con-
tent". Pakistan is the 
second-largest Muslim-
majority country in the 
world after Indonesia 
where extra-marital rela-
tionships are illegal. 

As per PTA statement 
it has blocked access to 
five dating/live streaming 
applications i.e. Tinder, 
Tagged, Skout, Grindr 
and SayHi". 

The state-run regula-
tory body said it decided 
to ban the apps as their 
management failed to re-
spond in time to the no-
tices it had sent to remove 
dating services and mod-
erate the content in line 
with Pakistani laws. 

"In view of negative ef-
fects of  immoral content 
streaming through above 
applications, PTA issued 
notices to the manage-
ment of  above mentioned 
platforms for the purpose 
of  removing dating serv-
ices & moderate live 
streaming content in ac-
cordance with local laws 
of  Pakistan," the PTA said 
on Twitter. 

It did add, however, 
that it may "reconsider 
blocking" of  the five dat-
ing apps if  their manage-
ment vowed to follow Pak-
istani laws. 

"PTA can, however, re-
consider blocking of  the 
said applications provided 
management of  the com-
panies assures adherence 
to the local laws with re-
spect to moderating the in-
decent/immoral content 
through meaningful en-
gagement," it added but 
did not specify what it 
meant by that engagement. 

The regulatory body has been on a banning and 
blocking spree of  late, demanding YouTube remove 
a variety of  content, including "indecent" material 
and "hate speech" late last month. 

'Prevent repugnant discord' 
It had asked the video-sharing platform "to im-

mediately block vulgar, indecent, immoral, nude 
and hate speech content for viewing in Pakistan", 
saying its decision was based on "the extremely neg-
ative effects" of  such content as well as "to prevent 
repugnant discord" that allegedly follows. 

It had further demanded the Google-owned serv-
ice ensure that "objectionable content" was imme-
diately blocked and an "effective content monitoring 
and moderation mechanism" put in place. 

That demand was criticised by rights campaign-
ers who fear creeping censorship and control of  Pak-
istan's internet and printed media. 

'Largest volume of removed videos' 
Moreover, TikTok, too, had been issued a warn-

ing and Bigo blocked by the PTA back in July over 
complaints of  "immoral, obscene and vulgar con-

tent" and "extremely negative effects" from the apps. 
It was asked to moderate content "within legal and 
moral limits" and in line with Pakistani laws. 

TikTok was eventually let off  the hook after rep-
resentatives of  the ByteDance-owned app met PTA 
officials on August 6. The short-form video-sharing 
app also updated its community guidelines to make 
them available in Urdu for its fans in Pakistan. 

The app had pointed out that Pakistan, as per its 
latest transparency report, was "one of  the top 5 
markets with the largest volume of  removed videos 
on TikTok for violating community guidelines or 
terms of  service". 

PUBG 'destroying 
youth' 

"This demonstrates 
TikTok’s commitment to 
remove any potentially 
harmful or inappropriate 
content reported in Pak-
istan," it had said. 

Prior to that, there was 
controversy surrounding 
PlayerUnknown’s Battle-
grounds (PUBG), an on-
line battle game that was 
banned by the PTA for be-
ing "addictive" and detri-
mental to players' health, 
as well as reports claiming 
"cases of  suicide attrib-
uted" to it. 

The game is "destroy-
ing youth" and "has a neg-
ative impact on physical 
and psychological health”, 
the PTA had said in an 11-
page report. 

PUBG, too, was even-
tually resumed after the 
state-run regulatory body 
held meetings with its rep-
resentatives and the Is-
lamabad High Court 
(IHC) ordered the govern-
ment lift the ban — a de-
cision joyously welcomed 
by the Pakistani gaming 
community. 

Ensure dramas in line 
with Pakistani values 

In a recent but similar 
development, the Pakistan 
Electronic Media Regula-
tory Authority (PEMRA), 
another state-run body, or-
dered private channels to 
review drama scripts and 
ensure they were in line 
with Pakistani values. 

PEMRA Chairperson 
Muhammad Saleem Baig 
had directed for strict ac-
tion to be taken in line 
with the law against im-
moral content and Indian 
channels, while reiterating 
the authority's commit-
ment to bringing the 
themes in Pakistani dra-
mas in line with the coun-
try's social, religious, cul-
tural, and moral values. 

Tinder is globally pop-
ular and owned by Match Group. Grindr, which 
has a large following in the United States, describes 
itself  as a social network "for gay, bi, trans, and 
queer people."  

Data from analytics firm Sensor Tower shows 
Tinder has been downloaded more than 440,000 
times in Pakistan within the last 12 months, the 
Reuters news agency reported. Grindr, Tagged and 
SayHi have each been downloaded about 300,000 
times. Skout has been downloaded 100,000 times 
during the same period, according to the data.  

India leads South Asia's online dating market, 
and Pakistan is slowly catching on. A study by the 
Indonesian Journal of  Communication Studies 
found that most of  Pakistan's Tinder users come 
from major cities including Islamabad, Lahore and 
Karachi and are usually between 18 and 40 years old. 

Other dating apps are also growing in popular-
ity. MuzMatch caters exclusively to Muslims look-
ing for a date. Bumble, despite being relatively new 
to the online dating market, is a favorite among 
many Pakistani feminists, as women initiate the first 
conversation. n 
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through above applications, PTA issued notices to the man-
agement of above mentioned platforms for the purpose of 

removing dating services & moderate live streaming content 
in accordance with local laws of Pakistan
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N
ot a single 
Pakistani uni-
versity could 
be ranked 

among the first 500 uni-
versities in the World Uni-
versity Rankings 2021 re-
leased by the Times 
Higher Education (THE). 
There are, however, 17 
Pakistani varsities in the 
list of  top 2,000 higher ed-
ucation institutions, and of 
them, the little known Ab-
dul Wali Khan University, 
Mardan, beat the Quaid-i-
Azam University, Islam-
abad, to grab the first uni-
versity position in 
Pakistan, and 510th all 
over the world, whereas 
the Quaid-i-Azam Univer-
sity, which was among the 
top 500 varsities of  the 
world last year, stood at 
575th position. On the in-
ternational scene, the rank-
ing, which underlined the 
shifting strength of  higher 
education and research 
around the world, saw the 
UK’s University of Oxford 
on the top for the fifth con-
secutive year. Also, the US 
domination of  the top 10 
masked wider declines and 
mainland China's Ts-
inghua University became 
the first-ever Asian univer-
sity to stand out among the 
top 20. 

The rankings are con-
ducted at national and in-
ternational levels. At na-
tional level Higher 
Education Commission 
conducts ranking of  the 
universities in the country. 
At international level two 
reputed organizations – 
Time Higher Education 
World University Rank-
ings and Quacquarelli 
Symonds (QS), popularly 
known as QS universities 
ranking. The indicators for the ranking at national and 
international levels do not remain the same. The na-
tional ranking is undertaken by the HEC, but it has 
been unable to release such rankings for the past two 
years. The key indicators for the current international 
ranking were teaching, research, citation, industry 
income and international outlook. The key statistics 
of  AWKUM as per the report released by Times 
Higher Education - the teacher-student ratio is 1-22.7, 
number of  foreign students is just one percent, male 
and female student ratio is 29-71 and the total enroll-
ment in the university is 9,664. 

AWKUM got 13.1 points for teaching, 9.2 for re-
search, 85.5 for citation, 33.4 for industry income 
and 45.8 for international outlook. These points en-
abled the university to get leading position in the 
country and find space close to the top 500 universi-
ties in the world. It is really a proud moment for a new 
university located in an underdeveloped region to 
compete with world class universities. The credit for 
the excellent performance no doubt goes to the 
founders of  the institutions, who not only established 
a new institution in a hitherto neglected district of 
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, but brought it on a par with 
world class institutions within 10 years. 

The founding vice-chancellor of  the university Dr 
Ihsan Ali led the way as it made strides in academics 
and teaching standards. Dr Ihsan Ali joined the uni-
versity as project director on July 3, 2007 and set up 

the institution in a corner of  Government Post Grad-
uate College Mardan. He was made the first vice-
chancellor of the university in March 2009. He served 
for two consecutive terms until 2017. It was under him 
that 250 acres of  land was acquired for the university 
and the main campus was established at a cost of  
Rs4.32 billion. The university ran a number of  cam-
puses in other districts and several have now been up-
graded to university level. The best possible faculty 

was hired for the university. Having done his PhD 
from University of Cambridge, UK, he made every ef-
fort to recruit highly qualified teachers. Also, he took 
keen interest in send students and faculty members 
abroad for higher studies. 

For the purpose memorandums of understandings 

were inked with leading 
universities of the world in-
cluding Birmingum City 
University, Brunei Univer-
sity, London, Durham 
University UK, School of  
Oriental and African Stud-
ies, University of  London, 
University of  Liester UK, 
University of  Sheffield 
UK, University fo 
Southampton UK, Univer-
sity of  Rostok, Germany, 
University of  Ulm Ger-
many, University of  
Malaya, Malaysia, Univer-
sity of  Technology 
Malaysia, Sejong Univer-
sity South Korea, Kyung-
pook National University 
South Korea, University of 
Barcelona, Spain, Univer-
sity of  Glasgow, UK, Uni-
versity of  York, UK, Uni-
versity of  Kentucky USA, 
North Dakota State Uni-
versity, USA, Victoria Uni-
versity, New Zealand and 
Massey University, New 
Zealand. 

Under these MoUs 
these universities not only 
offered admissions to the 
students and faculty mem-
bers of  AWKUM for 
higher studies but also 
made concessions with 
them in charges. The ma-
jority of  the students sent 
abroad have returned to the 
university. According to of-
ficial documents, some 101 
students/teachers of  the 
university were sent abroad 
for PhD, 66 were awarded 
scholarships to do PhD in 
the universities in the coun-
try and 60 were enrolled in 
AWKUM for PhD. The 
university won the top po-
sition in Pakistan mainly 
because of  the points it got 
for citation and interna-
tional outlook. It means the 
articles contributed by the 

scholars of  the university abroad were cited the most. 
It was because of  these scholars that the university’s 
international outlook improved. All those scholars 
were sent abroad during 2009 and 2017 – the time 
when Dr Ihsan Ali was the vice-chancellor. After his 
retirement, the university remained without a vice-
chancellor for several months. Dr Khurshed from 
University of  Bedford was finally appointed the vice-
chancellor for three-year term. He has now returned 
to resume his work at the University of  Birmingham. 
Surprisingly, the university has been functioning with-
out a regular vice-chancellor for the last eight months. 
It is on the record no teacher or other staff  member 
was hired during the last three years and none could 
be sent abroad for higher studies. The financial posi-
tion of the university deteriorated after Dr Ihsan Ali’s 
retirement. Instead some 300 employees of  the uni-
versity were terminated during the three years after 
him. 

Also, the University of  Bedford from where the 
vice-chancellor had been brought has got a position 
far below than AWKUM. It stands somewhere near 
900th position in the international rankings. 

The list shows the US is still the higher education 
leader even though the UK has the biggest success 
story - the University of  Oxford. Last year, the UK 
had top 20 ranked institutions and of  them, only five 
were able to improve their position in the table. Asia 
is emerging as a knowledge powerhouse. n 

AWKUM got 13.1 points for 
teaching, 9.2 for research, 85.5 

for citation, 33.4 for industry 
income and 45.8 for interna-
tional outlook. These points 
enabled the university to get 

leading position in the country 
and find space close to the top 
500 universities in the world

Not a single Pakistani 
university among top 

global 500 universities

17 Pakistani varsities in the list of top 2,000 higher education 
institutions, and of them, the little known Abdul Wali Khan 

University, Mardan, beat the Quaid-i-Azam University, Islam-
abad, to grab the first university position in Pakistan
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I
t is another milestone for the company to 
achieve Top Brand of  the Year Award 2020. 
Executive Group Director Tara Group 
Chaudhry Maqsood Ahmed received award 

from Federal Minister Laws & Parliamentary Affairs 
Barrister Dr Muhammad Farogh Naseem in Brand 
Foundation Award Show ceremony held in Karachi 
recently. Tara Group Pakistan has become a key 
player in the agricultural sector of  Pakistan and has 
made remarkable accomplishments to become an 
emerging leader in agro industry of  the country 
within a brief  period of  time. Tara Group already re-
ceived more than two dozen different awards. Pres-
ident of  Pakistan Dr Arif  Alvi awarded FPCCI Top 
Agri Company Achievement Award and "Best Lead-
ership Award of  Quality Innovation and Farmer's 
CSR Initiatives" to Dr Khalid Hameed Chairman 
Tara Group. 

Under Dr Khalid Hameed Chairman Tara 
Group dynamic leadership, Tara Group became in-
dustry leader within no time. In 2017 – within 5 
years of  initiating business – Tara Group’s yearly 
business revenue reached to Rs.6 billion and it is as-
cending rapidly. In this short period, Tara Group 
managed to launch six companies to cater different 
business needs of  customers. Tara Imperial Indus-
tries (Pvt) Limited, Tara Crop Sciences (Pvt) Lim-
ited, Imperial Crop Sciences (Pvt) Limited, Star In-
dustries (Pvt) Limited, Tara Packages (Pvt) Limited, 
Star Agro Sciences (Pvt) Limited, Tara Crop Sci-

ences Seeds (Pvt) Limited and Imperial Crop Sci-
ences Seeds (Pvt) Limited 

In recognition of  his tremendous achievements, 
Dr Khalid Hameed has been honored with a globally 
renowned Gold Award of  International Star Lead-
ership in Quality Excellence 2018, conferred by a 
world reputed organization BID Group one, in a 
grand award show held at Paris. Previously he was 
awarded "Best Achievements Award of  Top Quality 

Technological Innovation in Agri Sector, conferred 
by the Prime Minister of  Pakistan." Earlier he has 
also received various International and leading Na-
tional Awards of  Best Leadership, Top Quality 
Brand, Rare CSR Initiatives and Top CEO Award in 
Agri. Sector from the President of  Azad Kashmir, 
the Governor Punjab, the Governor Sindh, Federal 
Minister Planning & Development, Federal Minis-
ters Information, & Petroleum and Advisor to the 
Prime Minister of  Pakistan. 

Tara Group has recently signed a Joint venture 
pact with CEMB (Centre of  Excellence in Molecu-
lar Biology) of  Punjab University for Multi Gene 
GMO Cotton Seed, which will not only reduce the 
production cost of  the farmers by reducing pesticides 
sprays, but it will also bring a revolution for achiev-
ing better yield of  cotton crop. 

The Seed Research Farms of  Tara Group have 
been established at Kala Shah Kaku, Mianchannu, 
Sahiwal and Bahawalpur on the most scientific lines 
of  research and development for advanced Seed 
Breeding Programme of  resilient crop varieties and 
playing a role of  model farming for disseminating 
most advanced technology to the farmers covering 
all climatic zones conditions of  the country. 

During last 4 years Tara Group has achieved 
various above mentioned International and National 
Excellence Awards including "International Star for 
Leadership in Quality Excellence" received in a 
grand Award Show of  BID Crop One held at Paris. 

The said International Organization has also 
awarded two International Certifications of  ISQL 
100QC Total Quality Management System and In-
ternational Quality Brand, which is a rare pride of  
Tara Group in Agro Chemicals Industry of  Pak-
istan. That is why we are known as leader in Qual-
ity Excellence at National & International level. The 
Award of  Best Leadership being conferred by CEO 
Club Pakistan today is the 3rd consecutive Award of  
Tara Group in Agri. Sector. n
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Under Dr Khalid Hameed 
Chairman Tara Group 

dynamic leadership, Tara 
Group became industry 

leader within no time

Tara Group achieves Top Brand 
of the Year Award 2020

Executive Group Director Tara Group Chaudhry Maqsood Ahmed received award from 
Federal Minister Laws & Parliamentary Affairs Barrister Dr Muhammad Farogh Naseem in 

Brand Foundation Award Show ceremony held in Karachi recently
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D
ubai-based venture data platform MAG-
NiTT has revealed that Pakistan-based 
companies raised $18 million in H1 2020, 
an increase of  63 percent on last year. In 

its report, H1 Pakistan Venture Investment, MAG-
NiTT said that in the past five years, 2018 was the 
record-breaking year for Pakistan venture funding at 
$97 million raised across 21 deals. Prior to that, it was 
2015, in which $81 million was raised. In 2019, $39 
million was raised, but the amount of  deals done in-
creased to 31. 

According to the report, momentum has contin-
ued in H2 of 2020, with bus ride booking app Airlift’s 
deal worth $22 million. 

A natural step 
The data start-up company has so far focused on 

the MENA region, but has now launched its first re-
port on Pakistan, as it has the potential to become the 
next big South Asian tech market, the company said 
in a press release. 

“Pakistan is a natural step for MAGNiTT, with its 
long-standing history of  technology and talent syn-
ergies with the MENA region, as well as a rapidly 
growing digital economy,” said the release. 

“As the venture investment report illustrates, ?in-
vestments in Pakistani start-ups have seen continued 
growth, with a few notable exits and success stories re-
sulting in an increased appetite in Pakistani start-ups 
from regional and international investors.” 

The ticket size of deals has also increased, said the 
report, up by 51% to an average of  $1.1 million for 
funds disclosed. 

Mudassir Sheikha, the Karachi-born CEO and 
co-founder of  Careem, the Dubai-based ride-hailing 
app which was acquired by Uber for $3.1 billion in 
January, said: “With abundant talent, a large market, 
and no shortage of  problems to solve, the Pakistani 
start-up ecosystem is quickly gaining momentum. 

“Early-stage funding is more readily available than 
ever before, our top talent is choosing to work at and 
found start-ups, and the regulatory environment is be-
coming more supportive of start-ups. With one or two 
more successes under our belt, we will be seriously on 
our way to leapfrog into the digital future.” 

Overjet comes out on top in H1 2020 
Pakistan’s top fundraiser in H1 2020, with $7.8 

million in seed funds raised, was Overjet, an artificial 
intelligence (AI) start-up focused on helping dentists 
diagnose dental problems by analysing X-Rays. 

Fintech was the sector that secured the most fund-
ing deals in H1 2020, but the top five industries in 
terms of total funding received were healthcare, which 
received 47 percent of  all funds raised, followed by e-
commerce at 32 percent, automotive with three per-
cent, advertising and marketing with two percent, 
followed by technology with 0.5 percent. 

“Pakistan is a key and growing market,” said 
MAGNiTT CEO and founder Philip Bahoshy. “We 
have already seen success stories such as Careem 
where cross-pollination across borders has benefitted 
all ecosystems involved. 

“Through increased transparency, this report looks 
to promote Pakistan’s entrepreneurship landscape to 
a wider audience, while also encouraging Pakistani 
startups to explore investment opportunities beyond 
their borders.” 

Is Pakistan next big Asian market for tech 
startups? 

Pakistan's young and tech-savvy population, mar-
ket of over 220 million people and increasing levels of 
local capital are creating opportunities for tech entre-
preneurs, as Miriam Partington reports. 

"Pakistan's tech ecosystem has been slowly gain-
ing momentum in the last few years," says Hena Hu-
sain, founder of  London-based communications 
startup The Content Architects. "It's home to a strong 
tech talent base and it's still competitively affordable, 
which makes it ideal for early-stage founders like my-
self." 

Unprecedented growth 
For many familiar with Pakistan's startup scene, 

it's hard to pinpoint exactly what triggered its growth. 
According to Iskander Pataudi, a Pakistani-born 

tech professional working in Berlin, the tech scene 

emerged organically. Tech is booming around the 
world, and Pakistan is an untapped market. It was 
only a matter of  time before investors started to take 
notice. 

"A few Pakistani tech startups have raised huge 
funding rounds at a time where our economy is just 
keeping its head above water," he says. "This makes 
sense, considering we have a huge market of  young, 
digitally-savvy consumers and increased 3G and 4G 
connectivity." 

Since then, Airlift, an 
app-based bus service 
founded just 11 months ago, 
raised a Series A funding 
round of $12 million in Au-
gust 2019, led by US-based 
venture capital (VC) firm 
First Round Capital. This 
round marked the firm's 
first investment in Asia in 
more than a decade.  

These successes come at a time where Pakistan’s 
economic picture is arguably dismal. According to a 
recent report published by the Islamabad Policy In-
stitute, 2019 was a “crisis-driven” year for Pakistan. It 
cited high unemployment, slow GDP growth and ris-
ing inflation as just some of  the issues that will con-
tinue to affect Pakistan into 2020. 

'An unlocking of  capital' 

According to Rabeel Warraich, founder of  Pak-
istan-based venture capital fund Sarmayacar, the string 
of  startup success stories — combined with a more 
stable political landscape under President Imran Khan 
and decreasing levels of  corruption nationwide — 
has increased "investors' confidence that Pakistan 
holds huge potential for exiting businesses." 

"Tech startups that were once considered risky in-
vestments are more commonly looked upon by ven-

ture capitalists as 'high-yield 
opportunities,'" he adds. 

This newfound confi-
dence has led to an increase 
in the availability of  local 
capital. While Pakistan's 
startup scene and VC mar-
ket is still nascent, the num-
ber of  funds — such as i2i 
Ventures and Fatima Gobi 
Ventures — and active angel 
investors have increased sig-

nificantly since 2018. 
And, while startups in Pakistan raised a meager 

$18.8 million in fundingin 2019 overall, more capital 
is expected to flow into startups from overseas in the 
ensuing years. Egyptian ride-hailing company Swvl, 
for instance, recently shared plans to invest $25 million 
in Pakistan's tech scene over the next two years to fund 
preseed startups and create 10,000 jobs. n 
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Dubai-based venture data 
platform MAGNiTT has 

revealed that Pakistan-based 
companies raised $18 million 
in H1 2020, an increase of 63 

percent on last year

Pakistan to be the 
next big South Asian 
tech market

The data start-up company has so far focused on the 
MENA region, but has now launched its first report on 
Pakistan, as it has the potential to become the next big 
South Asian tech market
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T
he Pakistan 
Telecommuni-
cation Author-
ity (PTA) di-

rected YouTube to 
remove indecent content 
and hate speech. It also 
asked the popular short-
video app TikTok to 
block indecent and vul-
gar content for viewer-
ship in the country. 

“Keeping in view the 
growing concerns in so-
ciety with respect to con-
tent on the platform the 
PTA chairman had an 
online meeting with sen-
ior management of  Tik-
Tok,” according to PTA 
official statement. 

Major-General (Retd) 
Amir Azeem Bajwa ac-
knowledged the plat-
form’s recent effort for 
taking down the indecent 
content and asked Tik-
Tok to put in place a 
more robust mechanism 
for monitoring and mod-
eration so that the un-
lawful material is not ac-
cessible to be viewed 
within Pakistan. 

Pakistan Telecommu-
nication Authority issued 
the final warning to Tik-
Tok regarding clamping 
down the obscene, vul-
gar, and immoral content 
on its platform. 

In its response, Tik-
Tok shared the content 
moderation mechanism 
for removing any inap-
propriate content from its 
platform. It also said that 
Pakistan is one of  the 
five markets where the 
large number of  videos 
removed. 

The social media gi-
ant said: “Content mod-
eration is performed by 
deploying a combination 
of  technologies, policies 
and moderation strate-
gies that identify and an-
alyze problematics con-
tent and user accounts.” 

TikTok is an infa-
mous social media app 
for its engaging content. 
Even though users enjoy creating content, it is re-
sponsible for giving them safety on the platform, 
the company said in a statement. It has released an 
updated publication of  the Community Guide-
lines in Urdu that will help and maintain a sup-
portive and welcoming environment for users in 
Pakistan. 

“The company guidelines provide guidance on 
what is and what is not allowed on the platform, 
keeping TikTok a safe place for creativity and joy, 
and are localized and implemented in accordance 
with local laws and norms.” 

PTA had requested the video-sharing YouTube 
platform to immediately block indecent, immoral, 
vulgar, and hate speech content for viewing in 
Pakistan. 

The State-run regulatory authority said 
YouTube must ensure that objectionable content is 
immediately blocked and that it is not used to dis-
seminate. 

The PTA further directed that internet giant to 

put in place an effective content monitoring and 
moderation mechanism so that the unlawful con-
tent is deleted and made inaccessible within Pak-
istan’s region. 

Earlier, Chairman of  PTA informed the Senate 
that 8,30,000 different websites were detected and 
blocked as they contain pornographic content. 

Due to rising numbers or reports regarding in-
decent content, YouTube is working tirelessly to 
take down such videos at all costs. According to 

the Community Guide-
lines Report, Google-
owned YouTube took 
down over 11 million 
videos from its platform 
between April and June. 

The latest biannual 
transparency report re-
leased by Twitter is an 
eye-opening one. It re-
veals that the microblog-
ging platform has com-
plied with a fair 
percentage of  content re-
moval requests from Pak-
istan, which comes as a 
refreshing change after 
years of  non-compliance. 

Total compliance rate 
refers to the percentage 
of  requests where Twit-
ter took a specific action 
to remove content in re-
sponse to a legal demand. 
This data has been re-
leased by the company 
for the first time as part 
of  its latest transparency 
report for the July-De-
cember 2019 period 
alongside a comprehen-
sive Twitter Trans-
parency Centre. 

The Transparency 
Centre provides a plat-
form for the public to ac-
cess disclosed data re-
lated to a certain place. It 
also provides insights 
about key terms that are 
used by the platform as 
well as the latest metrics 
and methods used in the 
enforcement of  the Twit-
ter Rules from July 2018 
to December 2019. 

Within the July-De-
cember 2019 period, 
Twitter received 219 le-
gal demands for the re-
moval of  content from 
Pakistan. The company 
says that a legal demand 
is a combination of  a 
court order and other for-
mal demands for the re-
moval of  content. It can 
be issued both by govern-
mental entities as well as 
by lawyers representing 
individuals. 

None of  the afore-
mentioned 219 legal de-

mands were sent through a court order. 1,476 ac-
counts were specified for removal, and Twitter 
removed some content and accounts based on 191 
legal demands for violating Twitter’s Terms of  
Service. Overall, Twitter complied with 35.2 per-
cent of  all legal demands during this period. 

Twitter’s transparency report further states that 
Pakistan issued 13 information requests, out of  
which eight were routine and five were emergency 
requests. Routine requests are legal demands is-
sued by government or law enforcement authori-
ties to Twitter to turn over account information. 
Emergency requests are similar, except for the fact 
that they are made in response to the presence of  
an imminent threat. Twitter may disclose account 
information in response to a valid emergency re-
quest, especially if  it has reason to believe that 
there is indeed an imminent threat to the security 
and life of  a person. 

However, during this period, Twitter declined 
all requests made for account information.n

Pakistan Telecommunication 
Authority issued the final 

warning to TikTok regarding 
clamping down the obscene, 
vulgar, and immoral content 

on its platform

State-run 
regulator warns 

YouTube, TikTok over 
objectionable contents

The State-run regulatory authority said YouTube must 
ensure that objectionable content is immediately 

blocked and that it is not used to disseminate
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P
rime Minister Imran Khan has said the issue 
of pension is even more serious than the cir-
cular debt and it must be resolved in a 
planned and organized manner. 

“The government is paying Rs 470 billion on ac-
count of pensions to former government employees or 
their spouses for life time. This amount is almost equal 
to the amount Rs 500 billion that we pay to the exist-
ing government employees as salaries,” the PM was 
quoted during a cabinet meeting recently. He said the 
provinces are also facing the same problem.  

“At many universities, the amount spent on paying 
pensions has increased more than spending on salaries. 
The problem must be streamlined even if  we have to 
hire the world’s top consultant for it,” he added. 

He said the past governments avoided taking diffi-
cult decisions and resultantly the state institutions are 
now on the verge of collapse. “We will resolve the pen-
sions issue as the country cannot withstand this situ-
ation,” he added. 

At the meeting which marked the second anniver-
sary of his taking oath as the prime minister, Imran 
said his 24-year-long political struggle has not come to 
an end and there is a lot that is needed to be done for 
the suppressed classes in the country. 

“When intentions are good and when one has 
feelings for the poor, the Almighty Allah also helps. 
Pakistan has emerged victorious from the coronavirus 
pandemic, economic crisis and post-Pulwama situa-
tion due to the blessings of God,” he said. 

Briefing the media after the meeting, Minister for 
Information Shibli Faraz said the cabinet paid tribute 
to the PM for steering the country out of multiple 
crises with his visionary approach. 

“Pakistan under the PM's leadership set an exem-
plary precedent by tackling the corona pandemic. A 
major step was setting up the National Command 
and Operation Centre (NCOC), which handled the 
coronavirus situation scientifically,” the minister 
added. 

The NCOC holds a meeting every day to take 
stock of the pandemic. It implements decisions of the 
National Coordination Committee (NCC) on coron-
avirus, a body headed by the prime minister. 

Meanwhile, the Pay and Pension Commission has 
become dysfunctional within four months of its con-
stitution as confusion remains within the government 
over pension reforms, which Prime Minister Imran 
Khan has described as a "more serious issue than the 
circular debt". Due to a lack of political will and am-
biguity over its ownership, Commission Chairman 
Abdul Wajid Rana and one of  the members from 
Sindh disassociated themselves from the commis-
sion, they added. 

When contacted, the finance ministry spokesman 
confirmed that Rana had resigned and the govern-
ment was looking for another chairman. The 
spokesman said the commission meeting could not 
take place due to the coronavirus outbreak. 

The whole exercise of  the government was now 

revolving around the $75 million loan that it wanted 
to take from the World Bank in the name of  pension 
reforms, said the sources. 

Adviser to Prime Minister on Institutional Re-
forms Dr Ishrat Husain was also pushing his agenda 
for pension reforms, they added. The federal gov-
ernment had constituted the Pay and Pension Com-
mission to evaluate salary structures of  employees of 
the federal and provincial governments as well as 
armed forces with a view to bringing some unifor-
mity and to review the need for further increase. 

The new commission was also supposed to re-
view the pension system. The commission was re-
quired to highlight the existing distortions and anom-
alies in the pension scheme and recommend 
remedial measures, according to the terms of  refer-
ences. 

The commission was empowered to review the 
existing incentive regime and to recommend im-
provement in it. 

The six-member commission was headed by for-
mer finance secretary Abdul Wajid Rana. Its mem-
bers were Nazar Hussain Mahar, a retired bureau-
crat, Dr Noor Alam, also a retired civil servant, 
Seema Kamil, President United Bank Limited, 
Zubyr Soomro, Chairman National Bank of  Pak-
istan and Nausheen Ahmad of  ICI Pakistan Lim-
ited. 

Wajid Rana informed the Ministry of  Finance 
that he was unable to head the commission due to 
his "personal engagements". Similarly, Nazar Mahar 
also showed his inability to work for the commis-
sion. 

The Ministry of  Finance also did not take the 
ownership of  pension reforms. There was no secre-
tariat of  the commission and it neither appointed a 
new chairman nor did it persuade the first chairman 
to continue on his job. 

The finance ministry spokesman said the Pay 
and Pension Commission would be responsible for 
pension reforms and the government would also 
take the help of  World Bank. 

In May, the Ministry of  Finance secured ap-
proval of  the concept clearance paper to take $75 
million in loan for pension reforms - an objective that 
needs the political will to announce that only those 
civil servants will get pension who will contribute to 
it under the defined contribution scheme. 

At present, pensions are funded from the budget 
and the government wants to introduce a contribu-
tory pension scheme. The government is going to 
take the $75 million loan despite a mushroom 
growth in Pakistan's public debt to Rs36.3 trillion or 
a whopping 87% of  gross domestic product (GDP). 
The country spent Rs2.6 trillion in the last fiscal 
year or two-thirds of  the Federal Board of  Rev-
enue's (FBR) tax collection on public debt servicing 
alone. 

The concept clearance paper of  the Finance Di-
vision stated that the civil pension expenditure had 
been rising exponentially over the past three 
decades, which posed a challenge to the govern-
ment that should be addressed. Other governments 
that faced similar situations established various pen-
sion systems like the Defined Contribution Scheme 

(DCS), thereby enabling the investment of  pension 
contributions in funds operated under state laws 
and regulations to cater to future needs. But the fi-
nance ministry's concept clearance is based on the 
World Bank policy note instead of  its own plan. A 
similar technical assistance had also been provided 
by the Asian Development Bank about 13 years 
ago but nothing moved afterwards. n 
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He said the past governments 
avoided taking difficult 

decisions and resultantly the 
state institutions are now on 

the verge of collapse

The issue of pension 
is even more serious 
than the circular 
debt: PM

The government is paying Rs 470 billion on account of 
pensions to former government employees or their 
spouses for life time. This amount is almost equal to the 
amount Rs 500 billion that we pay to the existing 
government employees as salaries
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P
akistan has un-
veiled plans to al-
low the industrial 
production of  

hemp, spurring hopes 
farmers and businesses in 
the conservative Islamic 
country will be able to tap 
into the lucrative global 
cannabis market. 

The move comes as 
Prime Minister Imran 
Khan's government strug-
gles to boost the country's 
foreign exchange coffers 
that have been drained by 
a struggling economy, fis-
cal deficits and inflation. 

"This hemp market 
could provide Pakistan 
with some $1 billion in the 
next three years and we 
are in a process of  making 
a full-fledged plan for this 
purpose," Science and 
Technology Minister 
Fawad Chaudhry told re-
porters recently. 

Hemp is a type of  
cannabis plant containing 
cannabidiol (CBD) which 
advocates say has numer-
ous medicinal and relax-
ing properties. It does not 
contain significant quanti-
ties of  high-inducing 
tetrahydrocannabinol  
(THC). 

Initially, the govern-
ment will control hemp 
production, he said, but 
private businesses and 
farmers will be allowed to 
enter the market at a later 
date. 

He added that with 
cotton production in Pak-
istan declining due to var-
ious factors, hemp pro-
vided farmers with a 
viable alternative. 

Hemp grows almost as 
a weed in parts of  Pak-
istan -- including in great 
abundance in the capital, 
where huge bushes can be seen sprouting at traffic 
roundabouts. 

“CBD compound plays an important role in ther-
apeutical medicine and after 2016 a breakthrough re-
search was unveiled which prompted China to set up 
a cannabis research department and is now cultivat-
ing hemp on 40,000 acres, and Canada is cultivating 
it on 100,000 acres,” Science Minister Fawad 
Chaudhry told reporters during a press briefing in Is-
lamabad. 

Flanked by three specialists heading the hemp 
project, he clarified that the plant Pakistan plans to 
grow contains legal levels of  tetrahydrocannabinol 
(THC) — around 0.3 percent or below. At higher lev-
els, THC is intoxicating and illegal in much of  the 
world. 

The minister said that hemp seeds are used for 
producing oil, leaves for developing medication, 
while stems are used for fibers which are gradually 
replacing cotton in the textile industry. “Worldwide 
this fiber is replacing cotton. Clothes, bags, and other 
textile products are being made using this plant’s 
fiber. This is a $25 billion market and Pakistan can 
take a big share in this market,” Chaudhry said. 

“This is under government control, so further 
research can be done and adequate safeguards 
through ministry of  narcotics can be placed,” 
Chaudhry said but conceded that for expanding pro-
duction, the private sector will be involved in fu-

ture. He expects the hemp market to generate $1 bil-
lion in revenue for Pakistan in next three years, when 
research, cultivation, production, and exports for 
medical and industrial purposes are underway. 

The ministry has scouted areas in the Potohar re-
gion in northern Punjab, which is considered ade-
quate for growing hemp due its climate. The coun-
try’s top biotechnologists are onboard to spearhead 

the project. Validation and certification of  hemp 
will be performed by the globally recognised Inter-
national Center for Chemical and Biological Sci-
ences (ICCBS). 

Cannabis sales will increase 
Due to the fact that cannabis is now legal in 10 

states, there’s likely to be more sales than ever! In 

fact, more than 400 mil-
lion dollars worth of  
cannabis was sold on July 
of  this year! Some experts 
say that the cannabis in-
dustry has the potential to 
grow to as much as 130 
million dollars per year in 
the near future. This isn’t 
likely to happen during 
2020, but this figure shows 
just how rapidly the in-
dustry is growing. 

The legalization 
movement will grow 
stronger 

Cannabis is now legal 
in Illinois, and activists 
will be working hard to get 
it legalized in more states. 
There’s a possibility that it 
will become legal in Con-
necticut, Minnesota, New 
Hampshire, New Jersey, 
New Mexico, New York, 
and Rhode Island. Fur-
thermore, dispensaries 
that sell to recreational 
users could become legal-
ized in Vermont, which 
has already legalized pos-
session and home cultiva-
tion of  cannabis. Public 
support for cannabis legal-
ization is at an all-time 
high, and around two 
thirds of  the country sup-
ports federal legalization. 
Not only that, but this fig-
ure is likely to rise over 
time as the public becomes 
more aware of  the poten-
tial benefits of  the plant. 

Other states will 
move towards legaliza-
tion more slowly 

Some states are on the 
verge of  decriminalization 
of  marijuana or enacting a 
comprehensive medical 
marijuana bill, and these 
bills may act as stepping 
stones to full legalization. 
For instance, Virginia has 
recently decriminalized 

marijuana, and Texas and Pennsylvania may follow 
suit at some point in the future. 

There will be more types of cannabis products 
available 

Not only will there be new cannabis products 
available, but it’s likely that breeders will create new 
strains. Furthermore, cannabis-infused beverages are 
likely to become more widely available and popular, 
and some of  these beverages will be made by com-
panies that currently play a major role in the alcohol 
industry. For example, Molson-Coors is considering 
creating a cannabis-infused beverage, and Coca-Cola 
may create a carbonated drink that contains CBD. 

While edibles have been popular all along, there’s 
likely to become an increased variety of  these prod-
ucts on the market.  

Furthermore, CBD edibles are likely to be sold by 
companies that are not ordinarily involved in the 
cannabis industry due to the federal legalization of  
the compound. Despite the increasing popularity of  
edibles and other cannabis products, it’s likely that 
marijuana flower will remain the most popular form 
of  it in the near future. 

There will be a more diverse range of customers 
It’s likely that there will be more older customers, 

and the number of  female marijuana customers is 
likely to increase over time. In addition, there is 
likely to become more of  a mix of  recreational and 
medicinal users of  cannabis as the year goes on. n
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The move comes as Prime 
Minister Imran Khan's 

government struggles to boost 
the country's foreign exchange 
coffers that have been drained 
by a struggling economy, fiscal 

deficits and inflation

Pakistan plans hemp 
production with eye on 
global cannabis market

The ministry has scouted areas in the Potohar region in 
northern Punjab, which is considered adequate for 

growing hemp due its climate. The country’s top 
biotechnologists are onboard to spearhead the project. 
Validation and certification of hemp will be performed 

by the globally recognised International Center for 
Chemical and Biological Sciences (ICCBS)
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F
ederal Minister for IT and Telecommuni-
cation Syed Amin Ul Haque has said that 
digital technology is vital for development 
of  country. He said this during his visit to 

Jazz Headquarters here recently.  
On his arrival at Jazz Headquarters, CEO Jazz 

Aamir Ibrahim welcomed the Federal Minister for 
IT. Federal Minister for IT said that betterment of  
public and customer service must always be given 
priority. He said that country's betterment and wel-
fare of  people are priority of  the government.  

Syed Amin Ul Haque said initiatives taken for 
public welfare will be fully supported, adding that 

there is need for working together for the welfare of  
people. 

He said that Ministry of  IT is committed for 
provision of broadband services in the country. Steps 
are being taken to bridge digital divide between ur-
ban and rural areas of  the country. 

He said that expansioning of  network is neces-
sary for better connectivity. Federal Minister also 
lauded CSR activities of  Jazz. 

Earlier, CEO Jazz briefed Federal Minister about 
Jazz working and programs. n 

Digital technology vital for 
country's development, 

Federal Minister for IT Syed 
Amin Ul Haque

Minister IT & Telecom lauds Jazz 
CSR activities in Pakistan

On his arrival at Jazz Headquarters, CEO Jazz Aamir Ibrahim welcomed the Federal 
Minister for IT. Federal Minister for IT said that betterment of public and customer 
service must always be given priority
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T
he central bank said that the complaints 
against banks have almost doubled in four 
years from 774,656 in 2016 to 1,549,837 in 
2019. State Bank of  Pakistan (SBP) has 

conducted a four year (2016-2019) review of  com-
plaints against commercial banks, micro finance 
banks (MFBs) and development financial institu-
tions (DFIs). The objective of  the review was to 
gain insights on effectiveness of  complaint manage-
ment at banks. 

The salient features of  the review are being pub-
lished to emphasize SBP’s narrative that responsible 
complaint handling is the core element of  Fair Treat-
ment of  Consumer (FTC). 

This review is conducted in addition to various 
regulatory measures to enhance consumer grievance 
handling in the industry including the issuance of de-
tailed guidelines on complaint management at banks 
and self-assessment framework. 

It is pertinent to mention here that responsible 
banking conduct and FTC is one of  the key regula-
tory agendas of  the State Bank of  Pakistan (SBP). 

SBP recognizes that effective and efficient con-
sumer grievance handling mechanisms are crucial el-
ements of  FTC regime, therefore, it considers con-
sumer complaints as an opportunity to improve 
banking services and increase customer satisfaction. 

This increase can be attributed to improved visi-
bility and access of  dispute resolution mechanism 
coupled with enhanced consumer awareness. Fur-
ther, this is also due to the fact that number and value 
of  banking transactions have increased substantially. 

For instance, the volume and value of  
ATM/debit card transactions have increased by 101 
percent and 110 percent respectively over the re-
porting period. 

The number of  deposit accounts per ATM and 
per branch shows increase of  62 percent and 81 per-
cent respectively. Similarly, during 2016 to 2019, 
volume and value of  E-banking transactions have 
substantially increased by 112 percent and 152 per-
cent respectively on account of  71 percent increase 
in E-banking users. 

Moreover, credit card related transactions in-
creased from 18 to 39 million showing an increase of  
118 percent over a span of  4 years. Accordingly, the 
increase in complaints over the same period can be 

witnessed as concentrated in ATM/Debit Card, Ac-
count maintenance, E- Banking and Credit Cards. 

In terms of  addressing the complaints, the reso-
lution rate over the period 2016-2019 remained 
above 97 percent at each year’s end. 

The average time taken for resolution of  com-
plaints remained within regulatory turnaround 
times. However, delays were observed in sending 
acknowledgments, interim and final responses. 

It may be mentioned here that banks being the 
first forum of  redressal, have been handling 97 per-
cent and above of  the total complaints of  the indus-
try while less than 3 percent of  complaints were es-
calated at higher levels including State Bank of  
Pakistan, Banking Mohtasib, and Pakistan Citizen 
Portal established by the Prime Minister Delivery 
Unit. 

In order to boost performance of  complaint han-
dling at banks and promote competition, SBP plans 
to further enhance the related disclosures which may 
include publishing of  bank-wise complaint handling 
performance indicators in the near future by SBP. 

Currently, banks themselves are required to give 
disclosure about the complaint management in their 
annual audited account for public information. 

Meanwhile, SBP doubled the scope of  its Re-
newable Energy Refinancing Scheme from Rs1 bil-
lion to Rs2 billion to help address the challenges of  
energy shortages and climate change in the country. 

The SBP said it has enhanced the scope of  its re-
finance scheme by allowing financing under cate-
gory III to solar and wind-based energy sale com-
panies. 

The bank said the project size established by the 
vendor or energy sale company has now been en-

hanced from 1MW to 5MW. 
“The cumulative financing limit has also been in-

creased from Rs1bn to Rs2bn,” it said while adding 
that the decision was taken in light of  the feedback 
received from stakeholders. 

The SBP Financing Scheme for Renewable En-
ergy was announced in June 2016 with an aim to 
help address energy shortages and climate change in 
the country. 

The scheme was initially divided in two cate-
gories, with the first category allowing financing for 
renewable energy power projects with capacity rang-
ing from 1-50MW for own use or selling to the na-
tional grid or combination of  both. 

The second category allowed financing to do-
mestic, agriculture, commercial and industrial bor-
rowers for installation of  renewable energy-based 
projects of up to 1MW to generate electricity for own 
use or selling to the grid or distribution company un-
der net metering. 

Later, in July 2019, the SBP introduced category 
III to facilitate financing to vendors and suppliers for 
installation of wind and solar systems of up to 1MW. 
The SBP also launched a shariah-compliant version 
of  the scheme in August 2019. 

“Since the introduction of  the scheme, total out-
standing financing under the scheme has reached to 
Rs5.6bn for 217 projects having potential of  adding 
292MW of  energy supply,” said the SBP. 

A vendor or energy sale company may install 
more than one renewable energy source-based proj-
ects of  up to 5MW each for a single ultimate owner 
with condition that any two or more of  such projects 
for a single ultimate owner must not be located con-
tiguously. 

In addition to leasing of  renewable energy equip-
ment and selling of  electricity, certified vendors or 
suppliers will also be allowed to install wind and so-
lar projects on deferred payment sale or rental basis, 
with payment terms in the form of  regular install-
ments or regular rental payments from ultimate own-
ers. 

“This revision in the scheme is expected to not 
only attract fresh local and foreign investment in the 
sector but also facilitate production of  clean energy 
in the country, helping in managing climate change,” 
said the SBP. n 
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For instance, the volume and 
value of ATM/debit card 

transactions have increased 
by 101 percent and 110 

percent respectively over the 
reporting period

E-banking transactions 
increased in Pakistan

The number of deposit accounts per ATM and per branch shows increase of 62 percent 
and 81 percent respectively. Similarly, during 2016 to 2019, volume and value of 
E-banking transactions have substantially increased by 112 percent and 152 percent 
respectively on account of 71 percent increase in E-banking users
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S
elf-regulation is not enough to fight the tide 
of  fake news and disinformation online, ac-
cording to an initial assessment by the Eu-
ropean Commission of  the industry code 

adopted by social media companies. The code has 
helped put the spotlight on the problem and en-
courage internet companies to do more, but im-
proved reporting on their efforts and greater coop-
eration with the advertising sector is needed, the 
report found. The Commission plans to introduce 
regulatory initiatives on the matter before the end of  
2020.  

The report looked at implementation of the Code 
of  Practice on Disinformation in its first 12 months 
of  operation, to the end of July. It found positive out-
comes, such as increased accountability and public 
scrutiny for online platforms. However, the quality 
of  the information disclosed by the code's signatories 
is still insufficient and shortcomings limit the effec-
tiveness of  the code, the Commission said. 

Vera Jourova, the Commission Vice President 
for Values and Transparency, said "the time has 
come to go beyond self-regulatory measures. Eu-
rope is best placed to lead the way and propose in-
struments for more resilient and fair democracy in an 
increasingly digital world.”  

Building on work in recent months to combat 
misinformation on the coronavirus as well as ad-
dressing the shortcomings identified in assessment of 
the Code, the Commission plans to deliver a new 

proposal with two complementary initiatives by the 
end of  the year. These are a 'European Democracy 
Action' plan and the Digital Services Act package. 
The aims is to further strengthen the EU's work to 
counter disinformation and to adapt to evolving 
threats and manipulations, support free and inde-

pendent media, better regulate the digital informa-
tional space and upgrade the ground-rules for all in-
ternet services. A public consultation on the former 
is ongoing until 15 September while the consultation 

on the latter ended earlier this week. 
It is pertaining to mention here that two years af-

ter agreeing to a self-regulatory code of  practice to 
tackle disinformation, Facebook, Alphabet's Google, 
Twitter and other tech rivals must try harder to be 
more effective, the European Commission said re-
cently. 

Fake news related to the coronavirus pandemic 
has accelerated calls for social media to be more 
proactive in combating the issue. 

The companies, including Mozilla and trade bod-
ies for the advertising industry, signed up to the code 
in 2018 in a bid to stave off  more heavy-handed reg-
ulation. Microsoft and TikTok subsequently joined 
the group. 

The European Union must fight harder against 
the spread of  fake news, which has become wide-
spread in the digital age. Still, there are essentially no 
effective mechanisms in place for such a battle, said 
Viola von Cramon-Taubadel, a member of  the Eu-
ropean Parliament from Germany and vice chair-
man of  the EU-Ukraine Parliamentary Association 
Committee, in a comment to journalists. 

 “The main instrument in the fight against mis-
information is a highly educated society that can re-
veal and recognize fake news, what type of  infor-
mation it conveys, and how to fact-check it,” 
Cramon-Taubadel said. 

The MEP further revealed that it is still very dif-
ficult to defend legally against fakes and smear cam-
paigns, especially when it comes to slander. 

“The law is tied to the physical world, not the vir-
tual one. Our prosecutors cannot keep track of all the 
cases which may be relevant, and which could be 
brought before a criminal court – and that is a prob-
lem. Therefore, we need a better justice system, more 
prosecutors specializing in the digital environment, 
and an effective way to address such issues. We have 
to come up with a systematic approach to working 
with large digital companies and all social media,” 
added Cramon-Taubadel. 

The European Union remains helpless in the 
face of  smear campaigns using fake information. 
Meanwhile, the people behind such campaigns are 
becoming more creative and audacious – particularly 
those involved in spreading Russian propaganda. 

“Concerning the systematic misinformation that 
often comes from Russia and its propaganda insti-
tutions, its main goal is destabilization. They cleverly 
designed these deceptive campaigns in various coun-
tries to make them appear not alike. In Ukraine, the 
used narratives entirely differ from those that appear 
in Germany, which, in turn, are completely unlike 
the ones in the Czech Republic, and so on. That is, 
in the EU, there are different forms of  deceptive 
campaigns that are usually run by the Russian Fed-
eration,” explained Cramon-Taubadel. 

Fake news distributors feel confident enough to 
target the main institutions of  free Europe – the Eu-
ropean Commission and the European Parliament.  

A striking example is a hoax alleged to have been 
created by Dmytro Fomenko, a businessman from 
Dnipro (Ukraine). He announced a roundtable to 
take place in the European Parliament on June 16, 
2020. The event was supposed to be organized by the 
European People’s Party, and among the partici-
pants were well-known European parliamentari-
ans – Viola von Cramon-Taubadel among them. 
Soon, it became clear that neither the European 
People’s Party nor the deputies knew anything 
about this roundtable. Ultimately, the event did not 
happen at all. As journalists later found out, it was 
a complete fake. n 

Fake news related to the 
coronavirus pandemic has 

accelerated calls for social media 
to be more proactive in 

combating the issue

EU urges social media 
firms to fight fake news

The European Union must fight harder against the spread 
of fake news, which has become widespread in the digital 
age. Still, there are essentially no effective mechanisms in 
place for such a battle, said Viola von Cramon-Taubadel, 
a member of the European Parliament from Germany 
and vice chairman of the EU-Ukraine Parliamentary 
Association Committee, in a comment to journalists
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S
ummers are here from almost more than a
month now, and people leaving from their
homes to go out have begun feeling that the
climate has started rubbing onto them al-

ready. Every climate comes with its own package of
weather conditions and that’s how we keep rolling be-
tween the summer heat to cool breeze to thunder
storms and fall.

I am not much of a mango lover but this season
mangoes from my beloved country Pakistan are al-
ready fanning the flames with its savory delights.
Even if you don’t love mango trust me being a wife of
a mango lover makes you quite vulnerable of them.

Mangoes are called the king of fruits, the famous
‘phalo ka badshah’ in Pakistan. I believe it is the
color, the aroma that spreads wide when the fruit is
being cut, the oozing flavor that gushes all across the
taste bud when you bite it off its slice or the thick de-
licious gush of the shake that we experience in our
mouth after squeezing our very own ‘anwar rathol’
and then slurping the weave off those tiny mangoes.  

I know there are other many varieties that are
found here but an amateur mango fan these two are
the ones I am fond of. 

Mangoes go well with lunches and dinner, not al-

ways in desserts but I fondly remember how my
grandmother used to dip her chapaati in mango
purree and used to have them with sugar, and that
made up a wholesome meal for her. Similarly when
we are not in a mood to eat a proper course meal we
usually go with mango slices or mango shakes which
are quite filling.

Ways to store mango:  I have always seen my
mother and my grandmothers as well with the way
they put mangoes in big baskets of water in order to
lessen the mangoes heat intensity, usually called
‘Taaseeer’ – a word still oblivion to many and also so
difficult that it just gets too difficult to explain what
does it actually mean. 

Although mangoes are enough on their own but
adding a hint of color and flavors makes it look more
exciting

Let me share one of them with you
Layered mango delight: 
the recipe below serves 3-4 people
200 grams of  hung curd
1 can of condensed milk (it may vary as per your

sweet taste)
1 small tetra pack of  fresh cream
3-4 large mangoes

Mix hung curd, 3/4th can of condensed milk and
a pack of fresh cream. Mix them well to make a
smooth mixture. 

Take a separate bowl, cut 3 large mangoes in a
blender. Make their purre and add fresh cream to
make a smooth mixture.

Take a serving dish, first layer it with the mango
and fresh cream mixture then add small mango
chunks and then on top put a smooth layer of the mix-
ture we made with condensed milk and hung curd.

On top you can add strawberry jelly.
Keep it in the fridge for like 2-3 hours to chill the

dessert and make the layers set
Mango shakes are also one highly celebrated de-

light that we get to savor on. Lots of huge mango
chunks heaped with lots of sugar, milk and ice cubes
gives a perfect combination of flavors that just does-
n’t quenches our thirst but also gives us a fulfilling ap-
petite.

If you are a mango lover that’s good but if you are
fearful of gulping them in because of that pimple
you got one day and then you decided to stop eating
them. Or maybe you are too lazy to go to the kitchen
and cut them into slices to have them, then trust me
those few steps to the kitchen are worth it.

Mangoes are one Supreme Being in the fruit fam-
ily, the sweetness, the bright yellow color; the aroma
is just worth having the fruit at least once a week up
until summers are here. They’ll make you cherish
how you spent summers once they are gone, add
them to your memories with the summer season.
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If you are a mango lover that’s
good but if you are fearful of
gulping them in because of
that pimple you got one day

and then you decided to stop
eating them

In the love of 
celebrating mangoes
Abeera Siddiqui from Dubai

Mangoes are called the king of fruits, the famous ‘phalo ka
badshah’ in Pakistan. I believe it is the color, the aroma that
spreads wide when the fruit is being cut, the oozing flavor that
gushes all across the taste bud when you bite it off its slice or
the thick delicious gush of the shake that we experience in
our mouth after squeezing our very own ‘anwar rathol’ and
then slurping the weave off those tiny mangoes.
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Deadlock between Pakistan & 
India over Kulbushan Yadav case
Without the nomination of Pakistani Lawyer for Kulbushan Yadav, the case may 
witness delays. If the Pakistani lawyer is nominated, he could meet and get the  legal 
documents signed by Kulbushan which is a legal requirement.
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De a d l o c k 
persists between Pakistan 
and India  over nomination by Indian 

government  of  Pakistani lawyer for Indian serv-
ing Indian navy commander  and convicted spy 
Kulbushan Yadav. India has finally informed Pak-
istan of  its decision that there has to be Indian 
lawyer in Pakistan for Kulbushan. Next date of  
hearing of  review appeal of  Kulbushan case at Is-
lamabad high court is October 06, 2020 India as 
per its typical rigid attitude,  is once again using 
delaying tactics to nominate Pakistani Lawyer  
for serving Indian Navy commander and con-
victed spy Kulbushan Yadav. Indian  serving Navy 
commander and convicted spy Kulbushan Yadav 
case is under review  before Islamabad high court. 

Pakistan has requested formally India to nom-
inate Pakistani attorney for the case despite pas-
sage of  two months there is no reply from India. 

Pakistan has sent a number of  diplomatic 
notes to India for nomination of  Pakistani lawyer 
for Kulbushan, however India insists  that there 
should be Indian lawyer in Pakistani court to de-
fend  Kulbushan.  

This Indian demand is against Pakistan bar 
council act, which does not allow any foreign 
lawyer to practice in Pakistani courts. Pakistan 
also provided two counselor access to Indian 
diplomats based in Islamabad, however second  

 
counselor access 
to Kulbushan Yadav, which could not be produc-
tive due to the negative attitude of  Indian  diplo-
mats  who wanted interrupted access. 

However, Pakistan even accepted Indian de-
mand for uninterrupted access , but India did not 
respond to this latest offer. Kulbushan is high 
profile Indian spy who has confessed of  commit-
ting  acts of  terrorism in Pakistan which  resulted 
the death of  scores of  Pakistanis across Pakistan. 

Therefore such interrupted access without se-
curity cannot be granted to India which  may 
jeopardize the security of  Kulbushan Yadav, and 
ultimately Pakistan could be blamed  by India. 

Without the nomination of  Pakistani Lawyer 
for Kulbushan Yadav, the case may witness de-
lays. If  the Pakistani lawyer is nominated, he 
could meet and get the  legal documents signed by 
Kulbushan which is a legal requirement. Pakistan 
is meeting all the  

requirements of  the decision of  the interna-
tional  court of  justice, but now the delay is from 
India. Diplomatic sources told flare that In fact 
India does not want  to cooperate with Pakistan 
and is trying to approach the international court 
of  justice again, on the ground that  Pakistan is 

not 
c o o p e r a t i n g .  

However approaching ICJ, 
would be futile exercises as Pakistan has al-

ready informed the court that it is implementing 
the verdict of   ICJ in letter and spirit. 

Why there has to be an attorney for Kul-
bushan Yadav, an attorney  for Kulbushan is nec-
essary to meet legal requirements, signing of  re-
view papers by Kulbushan consultations with him 
over his case and date wise hearing.   

It was India not Pakistan which went to ICJ 
against the military court decision of  death sen-
tence. Kulbushan want to go  for appeal against 
the decision. filing an appeal against military 
court is different and the case for  reviewing a pe-
tition is different. 

India must keep in mind that its not that easy 
to get Kulbushan Yadav back.in the review case 
all evidence which was presented  before the mil-
itary would be presented before Islamabad High 
court.  

A review by civil court was a legal requirement 
by ICJ..ICJ in its verdict did not ask Pakistan to 
release Kulbushan. However India wanted  from 
ICJ that Kulbushan be acquitted, released and 
returned to India. but ICJ gave a different verdict 
to the utter disappointment of  India. so if  India 
goes to ICJ third time it is going to get disap-
pointed because ICJ is not going to give relief  to 
India  because it would be against the law. n 



T
he ongoing escalation of trade wars and com-
petition among the world’s top economies 
makes it imperative to consider institution-
alizing several currency zones to form a sort 

of currency “multipolarity”. 
The forthcoming “currency multipolarity” became 

the subject of disputes in the 1990s, after the launch of 
a project to create a EU currency. Robert Mundell, the 
author of Optimum Currency Areas and winner of the 
Swedish National Bank’s Nobel Memorial Prize in 
Economic Sciences, predicted in 2000 that by 2010 
the euro would cover at least 50 countries. The dollar 
would de facto become a common currency for Latin 
American countries, while Asia would move towards 
a currency area under the aegis of the Japanese yen. Be-
ing within such zones, under the cover of strategic al-
liances, countries can carry out a coordinated currency 
policy and put up a joint resistance to market fluctua-
tions. 

However, the history of a battle between the euro 
and the dollar has turned out to be controversial. On the 
one hand, by 2019 the euro had made a tangible con-
tribution to the weakening of the positions of the US 
dollar in global economy. According to the European 
Commission, at that time one fifth of global currency 
reserves were linked to the single European currency. 
«340 million people use it on a daily basis, 60 countries 
and territories link their currencies to it». 

On the other hand, sanctions and tariff  strikes by 
the Trump administration against nominal allies over 
the past two years have demonstrated that Europe is still 
highly dependent on the financial system which hinges 
on the US dollar. In general, despite its successes of the 
past 20 years, the euro has yet to go beyond the “clearly 
set” boundaries of a regional currency. Unexpectedly 
for many financial experts, the early 2010s saw the 
speedy arrival on the global financial and economic 
scene of China. The results of 2019 say that yuan-de-
nominated debt instruments outnumbered the pound, 
the euro and the Japanese yen but not the dollar. The 
share of  the dollar revolves around 52-55 percent 
throughout the years that have passed since the 2008 fi-
nancial crisis. 

In the course of the coronavirus crisis the Chinese 

bond market demonstrated the best resilience. By the 
end of the first six months capitalization of the market 
exceeded 14 trillion dollars, the world’s second position 
(capitalization of the US bond market is around 42 tril-
lion dollars). The yields of the Chinese government’s 
bonds exceeded the American ones more than fourfold. 
In recent years China has considerably strengthened its 
position of a world creditor, by far overtaking the USA. 
By early 2020, direct and trade loans, issued by Chinese 
state-run and privately owned businesses to more than 
150 countries, exceeded 1.5 trillion US dollars. China 
has officially assumed the position of the world’s num-
ber one creditor, leaving behind the World Bank, the 
IMF, and the governments of OECD taken together. 

A third factor that, according to the economic the-
ory, must contribute to the promotion of national cur-
rency as a global one, is leadership in financial tech-
nologies. The Chinese financial technology is already 

one of the most advanced worldwide. At its disposal is 
the billion-worth market at home and nearly 2.5 billion 
people in “third world” countries which have no access 
to the traditional financial services of western compa-
nies and banks. 

Finally, a fourth factor facilitating the rise of na-
tional currency is the coronavirus pandemic, which 
provided a powerful impetus for millions of employees 
to switch to online work. Next to come were the fi-
nancial services and Internet trade, in which China 
holds equally top positions. Beijing’s progress in deal-
ing with the pandemic, along with an ever greater 

number of countries expressing distrust of the US poli-
cies, fuels interest in the yuan. Meanwhile, the transi-
tion of the USA and China to a “cold” financial, tech-
nological and economic war appears inevitable. All 
these factors combined create the prerequisites for cur-
rency division. According to Nihon Keizai Shimbun, 
“in a divided world it is extremely unadvisable for one 
currency to become a model one”. 

On the whole, so far playing against the yuan are 
the high costs of “carrying out financial transactions, 
related to obtaining and disseminating information”; 
the limited capacity of “China to produce political in-
fluence on other global economic centers, mainly the 
United States and the EU”; “China’s dependence on 
Hong Kong as a regional offshore financial center”. 
Beijing cannot afford free movement of capitals in the 
absence of “fundamental” and “politically challenging” 
structural reforms in the economy. 

However, in Eurasia and in the Middle East the 
idea of “optimum currency area” would be particularly 
hard to put into practice. The author of the concept, 
Robert Mundall, insisted that for a successful currency 
integration “it was necessary to guarantee maximum 
economic openness; close trade ties with partner coun-
tries: correlation of economic cycles which develop in 
separate countries with a cycle that is inherent in the 
major economic integration potential”. Russia is 
demonstrating a good example of policy for countries 
which are not ready to enter either the dollar zone or 
the euro area. Moscow has been diversifying its cur-
rency reserves in recent years, focusing on the yuan as 
well. Amid the aggravation of trade wars, gold is be-
coming an alternative to the existing reserve currencies. 
Gold will do a good service to countries in case of the 
arrival of a currency basket, to strike a compromise be-
tween the dollar, the euro and the yuan. 

The Russian Central Bank has been systematically 
purchasing gold since 2005. The purchase of gold re-
serves has been gaining pace since the second half of 
the 2010s, which is largely “due to the political and eco-
nomic situation in the world and Russia’s determina-
tion to reduce dependence on the unpredictable US pol-
icy and the dollar”. China too, has been buying gold, 
just as many “developing economies”. n 
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Moscow has been diversifying 
its currency reserves in recent 
years, focusing on the yuan as 
well. Amid the aggravation of 

trade wars, gold is becoming an 
alternative to the existing 

reserve currencies

The world in searching of 
dollar substitute

In recent years China has considerably strengthened its position of a world creditor, by 
far overtaking the USA. By early 2020, direct and trade loans, issued by Chinese state-
run and privately owned businesses to more than 150 countries, exceeded $1.5 trillion. 
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Islamabad: Syed Amin-ul-
Haque, Federal Minister for In-
formation Technology & 
Telecommunication (MoITT), 
along with Shoaib Ahmad Sid-
diqui, Federal Secretary for 
Ministry of  Information Tech-
nology & Telecommunication 
visited PTCL HQ in Islamabad 
where they participated in a 
tree plantation activity to en-
dorse Prime Minister Imran 
Khan’s 10 Billion tree planta-
tion tsunami drive. 

Along with that, they also 
had a presentation and meeting 
on PTCL progress and devel-
opment with Rashid Khan, 
President & CEO, PTCL and 
top management. All partici-
pants followed the safety guide-
lines and kept social distancing 
throughout the activity. 

On this occasion, Syed 
Amin Ul Haque, Federal Min-
ister for Information Technol-
ogy & Telecommunication 

said, “We are glad to see PTCL 
playing a key role in providing 
connectivity across the country 

and is paving the way towards a 
Digital Pakistan. Being a 
national company, PTCL is 
also contributing to envi-
ronmental preservation that 

is line with the Prime Min-
ister’s vision of  a clean and 
green Pakistan.” 

Talking at the ceremony, 
Shoaib Ahmad Siddiqui, 
Secretary IT & Telecom and 
Chairman Board of  Direc-
tor, PTCL, said, “It is an 

honor to be here at PTCL to 
create awareness regarding 
low forest cover and pollu-

tion in the country. He fur-
ther said, I am proud that 
the national carrier is taking 
a special interest in Prime 
Minister’s vision for a Digi-

tal Pakistan to ensure coun-
try’s economic growth and 
support the tree plantation 
tsunami movement for a 
green Pakistan.” 

Speaking at the event, 
Rashid Khan, President & 
CEO, PTCL, said, “We are 
honored to have the Federal 
Minister and Secretary visit 
PTCL HQ and take part in 
our plantation drive. PTCL 
is a great supporter of  
Prime Minister’s 10 Billion 
tree plantation tsunami 
movement that will help in 
mitigating the effects of  
global warming and in-
crease forest cover through-
out Pakistan.” 

PTCL has always partic-
ipated actively in climate 
and environment related 
initiatives and its HQ is 
amongst the few Green Of-
fices certified by WWF in 
Pakistan.n 
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PTCL hosts Federal Minister & Secretary MoITT 
for tree plantation drive

 

Islamabad: Ufone’s brand am-
bassador and founder of  Khana 
Ghar, Parveen Saeed, pledged to 
provide cooked meals to the people 
of  Surjani Town and Yousuf  Goth 
who have been worst affected by 
the heavy rainfall in Karachi. To 
amplify the impact of  this noble 
gesture, Pakistani telecom com-
pany, Ufone has decided to further 
give out cooked meals and provide 
clean drinking water to the resi-
dents of  the area.  

Torrential rainfall in Karachi 
has wreaked havoc in Surjani town 
and Yousuf  Goth, thousands of  
people have lost their homes and 
are deprived of  basic amenities. 
People are facing extreme shortage 
of  food supplies and clean drinking 
water. Additionally, the prolonged 
power outage has increased the 
problems for the citizens. Scores of  
families in Karachi’s Surjani Town 
and Yousuf  Goth were forced to re-
locate due to the massive down-
pour.  

Leading humanitarian, Parveen 
Saeed, decided to step up in this 
situation and help people during 
desperate times. Saeed, who is also 
a resident of  the area, provides sub-
sidized food to the low income 
group. To commend these inspira-
tional efforts,    of  the people in 
Karachi. This is an unprecedented 
situation and millions suffer from 

heavy rainfall in the metropolis. 
The need of  the hour is to support 
each other and stand with each 

other. People like Parveen Saeed 
are the real heroes of  the nation as 
they never shy away from helping 

their fellow citizens. We shall lend 
all sorts of  support to her efforts so 
that maximum number of  people 
can be benefitted.”  

Parveen Saeed extended her 
gratitude to Ufone and said, “The 
situation is extremely bad in Sur-
jani Town and Yousuf  Goth, peo-
ple are unable to find food and 
feed their families. Khana Ghar is 
trying to ensure that no one has to 
sleep hungry. I am grateful to 
Ufone for their usual support to 
Khana Ghar with their help we 
shall now further expand our ef-
forts and reach out to more peo-
ple.”  

Through this unique initiative, 
Ufone has once again reflected its 
commitment to their slogan “Tum 
hi tou ho” because for Ufone the 
well-being, safety and happiness of  
Pakistanis is the most important 
factor.  

In the last 48 hours Karachi has 
experienced the worst rain spell of  
the decade yet the resilience of  the 
people of  Karachi has left every-
one appalled. Despite difficulties 
people of  Karachi are standing to-
gether to emerge out of  this crisis 
successfully. The technical teams 
of  Ufone are working round the 
clock to restore connectivity serv-
ices and are leaving no stone un-
turned in ensuring seamless 
services for customers   .n 

Ufone joins hands with Khana Ghar to provide relief to 
flood affected communities in Karachi
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KLahore: Xiaomi’s Fengmi 
sub-brand that produces high-
end projectors and TVs has re-
leased its latest version of  the 
premium Fengmi 4K Max 
Laser Projector with an even 
higher brightness and a bigger 
projection size. As the name 
suggests, it supports 4K resolu-
tion as well. 

The display size of  the pro-
jector has been increased from 
100-inches to 200-inches and it 
comes with 4500 ANSI lu-
mens brightness level, as well 
as a high color gamut and high 
dynamic contrast. It also fea-
tures the company’s self-devel-
oped FAV image quality 
optimization, HDR 10+, HLG 
decoding technology, and 
more that brings improved pic-
ture contrast when combined 
together. 

On the software front, it 
features Fengmi’s FengOS sys-
tem that makes finding your fa-
vorite TV content and 
streaming seamless. 

Fengmi 4K Max Laser Pro-
jector is one of  its most pre-
mium products and it comes 
with a hefty price tag as well. 
It will go for sale next month 
for a staggering price of  
$4128.n 

Xiaomi unveils 
super high-end 4K 

laser projector

ILahore: Ever since its ar-
rival, TECNO phones are 
changing the dynamics of  
smartphones and keep up the 
legacy of  producing rich fea-
tures phones at an unexpect-
edly low price. Now TECNO is 
all set to surprise its customers 
once again with the debut of  
Spark 6, another valued addi-
tion to the most popular Spark 
series.  

Spark 6 is an upgraded ver-
sion of  Spark 5 which has al-
ready experienced a 
record-breaking sale in Pak-
istan. TECNO encouraged by 
the profuse response is now 
gearing up to launch Spark 6 

soon. 
This phone is expected to 

be equipped with the world's 
class finest features but the 
most striking feature which 

makes TECNO fans drooled 
over the upcoming device is its 

rumored 6 upgraded specs.  
Though other features of  Spark 
6 are not yet revealed it is be-

lieved that this time TECNO is 
heavily investing in its proces-
sor segment and planning to 
come up with a powerful, pre-
dictably G70 advanced proces-
sor.  

With the elevated con-
sumer’s expectation bar it is yet 
to see how Spark 6 will help 
TECNO to consolidate its top 
position in the market. 
TECNO is excited to bring 
next-generation smartphones, 
with 6 upgraded features and 
empowering consumers with 
meaningful experience. It is ex-
pected that this new model will 
also create buzz and will give a 
tough time to its rivals.n

Tecno Spark 6 with G70 processor is soon 
going to hit Pakistani smartphone market

LKarachi: Ufone employ-
ees have moved to a new mod-
ern office in Karachi. Group 
CHRO, Syed Mazhar Hussain, 
inaugurated the office and ad-
dressed the employees.  

Speaking at the occasion, 
Syed Mazhar Hussain stated, 
“Employees are the greatest 
asset of  the company and 
keeping them safe and happy 
while providing them with a 
comfortable, productive envi-
ronment for work is our prior-
ity. Employees should remain 
committed and focused to take 
Ufone onto the path of  
growth. ”. Ufone Employees 
have been provided with state 
of  the art facilities at this new 
location and are quite moti-
vated with the move.  

Syed Mazhar Hussain has 
recently been appointed as 
Group CHRO for PTCL 
Group. His diverse experience, 
passion and profound knowl-
edge of  the telecom sector will 
further strengthen the efforts 
made by the PTCL Group to 
transform into a high-perfor-
mance organization.  n 

Ufone inaugurates 
new office for em-
ployees at Karachi

OPPO launches Reno 4 series with other 
smart devices

Lahore: OPPO hosted its 
grand virtual launch event of  
the OPPO Reno4 series to in-
troduce a new suite of  power 
devices. Four devices were re-
vealed during the event that 
effortlessly integrates to em-
power consumers to navigate 
a rapidly altering world.  

The virtual launch hosted 
by the talented Sanam Saeed 
and Ali Rehman live-
streamed on OPPO’s official 
Facebook and Youtube. The 
most-awaited event had a few 
exciting activities lined up for 
the viewers, making them feel 
like they were physically pres-
ent at the event. As a value ad-
dition, the launch event also 
had the energetic performance 
by Kashmir the band making 
it a night to remember. The 
soulful voices of  the singers 
took the viewers into the infi-

nite world of  possibilities as 
they enjoyed the performance 
in the comfort of  their homes. 
The hosts also gave away 
OPPO Reno4, OPPO Reno4 

Pro, OPPO Enco W51, and 
OPPO watch to the lucky 
winners. 

Sanam Saeed unboxed 

Reno4 and Ali Rehman un-
veiled Reno4 Pro revealing 
all the features of  the series 
while demonstrating every 
feature of  the smartphone 

that makes it stand out..  
With the launch of  OPPO 

Reno4 series, Ali Rehman 
and Sanam Saeed also un-

boxed the OPPO Enco W51 
and OPPO Smartwatch. 
OPPO Enco W51, the first 
active noise cancellation 
(ANC) true wireless head-
phones under OPPO 
Acoustics, has officially been 
released with its wireless 
charging, professional audio 
quality, ultra-low latency, and 
intelligent touch controls to 
create a dazzling comprehen-
sive experience. Stylish, ver-
satile, and intuitive, the 
OPPO Watch is easy to use 
and powerful for life on the 
go; powered with Wear OS 
by Google, it capture a wide 
range of  health information, 
including heart-rate and 
sleep tracking, and with 
wrist-based ‘5-min’ work-
outs, OPPO Watch is the ul-
timate training partner in a 
pinch.n

CEO of Zong 4G meets Federal IT Minister

  Islamabad: Federal Minis-
ter for IT and Telecommuni-
cations Syed Aminul Haq 
meets CEO Zong 4G Wang 

Hua. The meeting dis-
cussed ICT, right of  way, 
connectivity, digitization 
and spectrum. 

Syed Aminul Haq said 
promotion of  information 
and communication tech-
nology is one of  the pri-

orities of  the government 
and we are with every 
company that is serious 
about providing digital 
services to Pakistan and 
its people.  Efforts are 
being made to resolve all 
issues related to telecom-
munication in Pakistan, 
said the Federal Minister. 

CEO Zong Wang Hua 
expressed his apprecia-
tion in regard to Govern-
ment of  Pakistan's role to 
accelerate the develop-
ment of  the telecommuni-
cations industry and 
realizing the digital econ-
omy as an important driv-
ing force for national 
economic growth. He said 
Zong will invest more in 
Pakistan. n
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Islamabad: Aimed at 
sharing practical experience 
to help strengthen cybersecu-
rity measures in Pakistan, 
Aamir Ibrahim, CEO of  
Jazz delivered an engaging 
presentation to under-train-
ing officers of  the Federal In-
vestigation Agency 
Cybercrime Wing at the Na-
tional Police Academy.  

During the session, the 
role of  Jazz was also high-
lighted in leading industry-
wide initiatives to support 
increased security through-
out the entire mobile ecosys-
tem.  

Aamir Ibrahim appreci-
ated the FIA cybercrime 
wing’s ongoing programmes 
in collaboration with indus-
try stakeholders to make the 
internet safe for all, espe-

cially women and children, 
and raising public awareness 
to empower societies in the 
joint fight against cyber-
crime. 

Data supremacy cam-
paign: Jazz receives over-
whelming response 

Aimed at showcasing its 
data supremacy with the 

largest spectrum holding and 
technically superior 4G net-
work, Jazz has launched its 
biggest marketing campaign 
starring Turkish actress Esra 
Bilgic better known by her 
screen name Halime Sultan 
from the Turkish TV series 
‘Dirilis: Ertuğrul’. 

The campaign truly de-

picts Jazz’s undisputed lead-
ership position in Pakistan’s 
telecom industry with the 
largest subscriber base of  
over 63 million including 41 
million data users, almost 
half  of  whom are using the 
best-in-class Super 4G that 
has been awarded as the 
fastest 4G in Pakistan four 
times in a row by Ookla. It 
also highlights how Jazz is 
pursuing its vision to digitize 
Pakistan and enhancing the 
digital ecosystem by becom-
ing the leader in innovation 
and technology. 

According to Asif  Aziz, 
Chief  Commercial Officer, 
Jazz, “Our latest campaign 
focuses on Jazz’s ability to 
remain one step ahead of  
the technology curve to en-
sure the provision of  high-

speed mobile internet, inno-
vative VAS offerings and 
digital financial services to 
our customers. It also in-
spires our customers to set 
higher goals for themselves, 
because in Jazz Super 4G, 
they have a service which al-
lows them to do more than 
ever before.” 

The campaign portrays a 
positive and empowered 
image of  women and com-
prises teasers, Eid and Inde-
pendence Day messages, 
and social media videos. 
Since the campaign’s 
launch, engagement on 
Jazz’s social media plat-
forms has grown tenfold 
given the brand ambas-
sador’s popularity and the 
emotional connection with 
younger audiences. n

CEO, Jazz delivers talk on preventing cybercrime

IKarachi: Remembering 
the SOS Children’s Village in 
Karachi following the torren-
tial monsoon rains, Zong has 
pledged its support to the kids’ 
welfare organization. The de-
velopment is a part of  Zong’s 
CSR strategy of  partnering 
with key organizations across 
the country to help the under-
privileged communities of  
Pakistan. As part of  this part-
nership, Zong 4G volunteers 
visited the SOS Children’s Vil-
lage in Karachi and donated 
clothes to them. 

Working since 1987, SOS 
Children’s Village Karachi 
comprises 16 family homes 

and other essential facilities. It 
is situated on a seven-acre site 

in Malir, which has been do-
nated by the Government of  

Sindh. The children in SOS 
Village Karachi lead busy lives 

and, besides many extra-cur-
ricular activities, are provided 

with assistance in their stud-
ies. For everyday sustenance, 
the organization looks up to 
generous organizations and 
individuals for support. 

“The ruthless spells of  rain 
in the present monsoon sea-
son have left the needy people 
even more vulnerable and as 
an organization that cares 
about the people, Zong 4G 
has stepped forward during 
these difficult times to support 
the children of  the SOS village 
in Karachi,” said Zong 4G 
spokesperson. “Our partner-
ship with the SOS Children’s 
Village is reflective of  our 
commitment to reach out and 

care for the underprivileged 
communities. We hope that 
this little token will help the 
children at SOS village.” 

With the proactive meas-
ures it took following mon-
soon disasters in Karachi and 
Sindh, Zong 4G has yet again 
proved to be a socially respon-
sible organization. Earlier, 
Zong 4G partnered with Bint-
e-Fatima old home for the 
support of  the elderly women 
of  Karachi during the crisis. 
The extension of  support to 
the SOS Children’s Village so-
lidifies Zong’s unfaltering 
commitment to the social wel-
fare of  citizens. n

Zong extends support to SOS Children’s Village Karachi

Islamabad: Easypaisa, 
Pakistan’s flagship digital 
payments platform has 
joined hands with NADRA 
Technologies Limited 
(NTL) to provide cross-plat-
form services on NADRA 
e-sahulat networks enabling 
convenient access to digital 
financial solutions. Under 
the partnership, all 12,000 
NADRA e-Sahulat centers 
across the country will now 
also provide a host of  Easy-
paisa services. 

The agreement was 
signed by Khurram Malik, 
Head of  Easypaisa, Telenor 
Microfinance Bank and Mr. 
Ali Javed, Director Gen-
eral, Public Service Direc-
torate, NADRA 
Technologies Limited. Sen-
ior members from both or-
ganizations were also 
present on the occasion. 

Easypaisa, the leading 
digital payments platform 
with more than 150,000 

branchless banking agents 
across Pakistan is among 
the frontrunners working 
towards revolutionizing dig-
ital financial services. 
NTL’s partnership with 
Easypaisa is testament to 
the fact that change is being 
adopted at a national level 

providing a robust founda-
tion for convenient access to 
digital financial services 
throughout the country. 

As a result of  the 

COVID-19 pandemic, digi-
tal payments have taken a 
center stage when it comes 
to safe and convenient ac-
cess to financial services. 
This partnership is another 
step towards the develop-
ment of  a digital ecosystem 
that benefits the country as 

a whole. 
Speaking at the occa-

sion, Khurram Malik, Head 
of  Easypaisa, Telenor Mi-
crofinance Bank said; “Ef-

fective collaborations are 
the ideal way forward to ex-
tend our services in partner-
ship with some of  the 
leading technology-based 
platforms in the country. 
Our alliance with NADRA 
Technologies Ltd. is an av-
enue for both organizations 
to make digital payments 
simple and conveniently ac-
cessible for everyone while 
also improving financial in-
clusion ratios in the country 
at the same time.” 

Speaking at the occa-
sion, Mr. Ali Javed, Direc-
tor General, Public Service 
Directorate, NADRA Tech-
nologies Limited empha-
sized on the need of  
effective collaboration be-
tween Government and pri-
vate sector to further 
facilitate general public as 
well as to bring good gov-
erness. Focus of  NADRA 
Technologies has always 
been towards new partner-

ships and avenues, eventu-
ally creating public conven-
ience to access government 
services and to create jobs 
in the market. Alliance with 
Telenor Microfinance bank 
is also a milestone in sup-
porting Government initia-
tive of  National Financial 
Inclusion. 

Easypaisa has evolved 
significantly as a complete 
digital payments solution 
especially in the months fol-
lowing the announcement 
of  lockdowns across the 
country in light of  the 
Coronavirus pandemic. The 
service has opened signifi-
cant avenues for customers 
to conduct various transac-
tions reliably and safely 
through a platform which is 
easily accessible through a 
smartphone app, USSD 
codes on feature phones 
and also through a network 
of  150,000 agents across 
Pakistan.n

Easypaisa, NADRA collaborate for accessible digital financial services
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